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Abstract

To determine the structure of (bio-)nanoparticles, and possibly, the dynamics and function of
it, the ultrashort and bright pulses generated from x-ray free-electron lasers can be used. X-ray
free-electron lasers provide x-ray pulses with pulse durations of a few tens of femtoseconds and high
photon numbers, sufficiently high to record scattering off a single macromolecule. This method of
imaging is called single-particle diffractive imaging. The ultrashort pulses outrun radiation damage
and an intact particle is imaged. This promising technique has one bottleneck: sample injection.
Currently, the output of the experiments is limited by a low number of collected diffraction patterns
and a low hit rate. The (bio-)nanoparticles are injected into the x-ray beam with aerosol injectors
consisting of an aerosolization source and an aerodynamic lens stack to generate a continuous
stream of nanoparticles. One concern despite the low hit rate in these experiments is the purity of
the particle beam, that is consisting of clusters of nanoparticles, different charge states and spatial
conformers. Within this thesis, sample delivery methods are improved toward the overall goal of
imaging single proteins. To study the injector properties, a novel particle-beam characterization
method to image the transverse particle beam profile is presented, capable of characterizing the
particle flux and the particles’ velocity from an aerodynamic lens stack injector. Improvements on
the aerosol sample delivery are made based on existing aerosol injectors to improve the hit rate
through better particle focusing. Using simulations, the optimization of the geometry is performed
efficiently. The optimized injector geometry is implemented in the setup and used for generating a
particle beam of gold nanoparticles. Toward the aim of imaging single proteins, important steps
are taken in understanding the particle-beam formation for smaller nanoparticles using particle
trajectory calculations and extending the particle-beam detection towards smaller nanoparticles
using optical scattering. Another crucial step in sample delivery is taken by generating a particle
beam consisting of shock-frozen sub-100 nm particles, opening up the path toward a sample delivery
setup that is capable of providing a pure particle beam for single-particle imaging experiments.





Zusammenfassung

Um die Struktur von (Bio-)Nanoteilchen, sowie ihre Dynamik und Funktion zu bestimmen, können
ultrakurze und brillante Pulse genutzt werden, die von Röntgen-Freie-Elektronen-Lasern erzeugt
werden. Freie-Elektronen-Laser erzeugen Röntgenpulse mit Pulsdauern von einigen zehn Femto-
sekunden und hohen Photonenzahlen, hoch genug, um Streuung von einem Makromolekül zu
detektieren. Diese Abbildungsmethode wird single-particle diffractive imaging genannt. Die ul-
trakurzen Pulse sind kurz genug, um ein Streubild zu erzeugen, bevor Strahlungsschäden in den
Nanoteilchen entstehen. Diese vielversprechende Methode hat eine Schwierigkeit: die Injektion der
Teilchen. In den meisten Fällen ist das Resultat dieser Experimente durch eine geringe Anzahl von
Streubildern limitiert. Gegenwärtig werden die (Bio-)Nanoteilchen mit einem Aerosolinjektor in den
Röntgenstrahl gebracht. Dieser Aufbau besteht aus einer Aeorosolquelle und einer aerodynamischen
Linse, um einen kontinuierlichen Teilchenstrahl zu erzeugen. Neben der Hitrate spielt auch die
Reinheit des Teilchenstrahls eine große Rolle. Es können Cluster, verschiedene Ladungszustände
oder auch Konformere vorhanden sein. Innerhalb dieser Arbeit werden die Injektionsmethoden
verbessert, um dem Ziel der Strukturabbildung von einzelnen Proteinen näher zu kommen. Um die
Injektorparameter zu beurteilen, wird eine neue Methode zur Strahlcharakterisierung präsentiert,
die das transversale Strahlprofil abbildet und den Teilchenfluss und die Geschwindigkeit der Teilchen
bestimmen kann. Verbesserungen an einem existierenden Aerosolinjektor werden gemacht, um die
Hitrate durch bessere Teilchenstrahlerzeugung, zu erhöhen. Mit Hilfe von Simulationen wird die
Geometrie der aerodynamischen Linse effizient optimiert. Der optimierte Injektor wird in dem
experimentellen Aufbau realisiert und für die Teilchenstrahlerzeugung von Goldnanoteilchen benutzt.
Um dem Ziel von der Abbildung einzelner Proteine näher zu kommen, wird die Teilchenstrahlerzeu-
gung für kleinere Nanoteilchen untersucht und durch simulierte Teilchentrajektorien verstanden.
Der Aufbau wird verbessert, um mit optischer Streuung kleine Nanoteilchen detektieren zu können.
Ein weiterer wichtiger Schritt ist die Erzeugung von schockgefrorenen Nanoteilchen von weniger als
100 nm Durchmesser. Diese bereiten den Weg für Probeninjektionsaufbauten, die reine Strahlen
von Nanoteilchen für single-particle imaging Experimente erzeugen können.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Understanding processes in nature on different scales in space and time is motivating research
and developments in all fields including biology, chemistry and physics. From the overall growth
process of a plant on a centimeter to meter length scale and time scales of days and weeks to several
years down to the process of photosynthesis involving the functional units of the protein complexes
absorbing light inside the leaves of the plants on a nanometer length scale and femtosecond time
scale, all processes are of interest to understand nature around us and to create a complete image.
Especially biophysics, biochemistry and structural biology rely on imaging the structure and the
dynamics of biologically relevant building blocks of nature, such as proteins and biological (macro-)
molecules with atomic resolution, i. e., with sub-nanometer spatial and femtosecond temporal
resolution to address key challenges in each field. Imaging on an atomic scale and observing
how molecules break apart, form new bonds and interact is the idea behind recording a so-called
molecular movie [1–3].

Apart from proteins and biological (macro-)molecules, the importance of nanometer-sized
particles (NPs) for biological and technical development was recognized. From using magnetic
nanoparticles in solar panel fabrication for increased efficiency [4] to linking nanoparticles, especially
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), and important molecules for drug delivery [5], the fundamental
research for these developments is resolving structures of a few nanometers, their dynamics and
functionality with sub-nanometer (<10−9 m) resolution [6], i. e., on an atomic range and observing
the dynamic on a femtosecond time scale, i. e., on a time scale of atomic structural changes within
the nanostructures. To be able to resolve these spatial and temporal ranges, hard x-ray photons
are needed for spatial resolution and femtosecond pulses for the wanted temporal resolution and
outrunning radiation damage [7–9].

In life science and biophysics, resolving the structure of a biomolecule or -particle opens the
path to their role in a process according to the structure-function-relationship: The structure of a
molecule determines its function and therefore, its role in a dynamical biological process. Knowledge
about a process gives one the ability to manipulate it to, e. g., suppress the process or on the
contrary, increase its efficiency.

Many different ways of resolving the structure of biomolecules and -particles have been developed
and used in the past. Determining the atomic composition of isolated gas-phase molecules is achieved
through, e. g., native mass spectrometry [10]. To study the structure of relatively small molecules in
solution, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) can be used [11]. A successful structure
determination technique is x-ray crystallography, which provides atomic resolution of molecules
and proteins that can be crystallized [12]. A drawback of x-ray crystallography is the need for
large crystals and most of biologically relevant proteins, especially membrane proteins, cannot
be crystallized. To mitigate radiation damage on the proteins within the crystal due to the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

energy deposition from the x-ray photons that do not scatter, the crystals are cooled to cryogenic
temperatures, increasing complexity of the experiment.

A similar resolution can be achieved in cryo-electron microscopy (CEM), where a record-
breaking resolution of 0.125 nm has been presented for apoferritin [13]. In CEM, there is no need
for crystallization and single molecules are deposited on a grid directly from solution. However, the
molecules are immobilized on the grid for imaging, limiting the imaging to static structures without
dynamics. CEM is advancing in availability at research centers and is imaging more and more
structures that cannot be crystallized with high resolution [14]. Recent advances in single-particle
CEM are enabling the generation of numerous near-atomic resolution structures breaking barriers
to facilitate drug discovery [15].

With the advent of experiments at x-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs), such as the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [16] or the European XFEL (EuXFEL) [17], new experimental
methods could be explored and the usage of intense and short x-rays pulses became inherent for
structural biology [18]. With the shorter pulse durations of a few tens of femtoseconds and photon
numbers of > 1012 photons per pulse, the radiation dose on the sample is high, but due to the
short pulse duration, even at high photon numbers and energies, atomic scattering factors and
positions can be retrieved close to a structure without radiation damage. This principle is called
diffraction-before-destruction [7, 19]. As a consequence of higher photon flux, the scattering signal
is increasing, meaning the crystal size and the number of scatterers that contribute to the coherent
scattering signal can be reduced. This realization opened the field of reducing the crystal size to
nanocrystals (crystal size < 1 µm, 1 µm = 10−6 m). With smaller crystals the scattering signal is
high enough and due to the deposited energy by the x-rays the nanocrystal is destroyed. As this
nanocrystal would produce a radiation damaged image of the sample, a new nanocrystal must be
present in the interaction region when the next x-ray pulse arrives. To replace the nanocrystal,
a stream of a nanocrystal suspension acts as sample delivery method. This method of serial
femtosecond crystallography (SFX) yields high resolution structure results with room-temperature
nanocrystals [20–24]. Reducing the sample size to one single protein may be possible by injection
the sample-buffer-solution directly, but recording a scattering signal from that one protein alone in
solution is impossible. The scattering signal will vanish in the background solvent scattering.

Another approach is the idea of imaging those proteins and nanoparticles isolated from their
environment in the gas-phase [25]. In addition to a background-free scattering signal, no environment-
effects on the dynamics are expected and the protein structure can be explored individually. The
diffraction-before-destruction principle still remains valid for isolated macromolecules [7]. The
principle of single-particle diffractive imaging (SPI), past and future developments and challenges
are discussed in the following paragraphs.

X-ray pulses generated at XFELs are well-suited for structure determination of an isolated
bioparticle in gas-phase. Due to the high photon energies in the soft and hard x-ray regime and
short pulse durations, the diffraction pattern from a single isolated bioparticle can be recorded [26].
In contrast to crystallography, in SPI single isolated particles are imaged to determine the structure
factors. Without the need for crystals, more bioparticles and especially membrane proteins that
do not crystallize can be imaged. In SPI, an x-ray pulse is interacting with an isolated particle
in gas-phase. The x-ray photon energy is typically in the hard x-ray regime (photon energy
Eph > 5 . . . 10 keV). During the illumination of the bioparticle with the x-ray pulse, not only elastic
scattering occurs, but also the absorption of photons and the deposited energy forces the particle to
break apart due to ionization and charge repulsion. The scattered photons are detected on a position
sensitive detector. From the recorded diffraction patterns the particle structure can be retrieved
as follows: First, the orientation of the randomly oriented particle has to be determined and the
oriented patterns are merged with iterative phasing into a diffraction volume. From this phased
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diffraction volume, the electron density map of the particle can be determined. However, thousands
of diffraction patterns are necessary due to the low signal strength. A recent computational study
estimates the amount of diffraction patterns for a protein to be in the order of 105 − 106 diffraction
patterns for a 0.3 nm resolution depending on the x-ray beam parameters [27]. As every particle is
destroyed by the x-ray pulse, a continuous stream of particles has to be generated.

Imaging of isolated (biological) particles has been demonstrated on different samples, e. g., large
viruses, such as the Mimivirus (d = 450 nm) [28], Melbourne virus (d ≈ 200 nm) [29] and PR772
bacteriophage (d = 70 nm) [30] and sucrose particles [31] and AuNPs [32].

Due to improvements in sample delivery, the particles imaged via SPI got smaller in size in
recent years, starting from larger viruses down to protein complexes [33]. In order to resolve
structures like these with higher resolution, sample delivery is the bottleneck and improvements on
the experimental sample delivery have to be addressed [34]. Especially for smaller bioparticles, the
hit rate is very low due to inefficient sample delivery and high background signal. In this context,
hit rate is understood as the percentage of detector images containing a useful diffraction image
from the sample.

To bring the sample initially suspended in an evaporative buffer solution into the interaction
region it is aerosolized and aerodynamically focused into a particle beam that is intersected by the
focus of the x-ray beam.

One requirement for SPI is the preparation of particles such that the particles are present in
the interaction region with an x-ray pulse as isolated, but hydrated and intact particles in their
native structure in vacuum. Isolated corresponds to the interaction of the particles with other
particles or with being present in a solution, intact refers to their (biological) function and the
native structure is the structure the particles have in their functional structure, e. g. the native
protein structure is referred to as the folded and functional 3D structure of a protein. During
aerosolization and transition into vacuum, this structural change has to be considered, or rather
methods should be used to avoid these structural changes. Aerosolization methods typically leave a
thin layer of solution around the sample. Those hydrated sample particles are imaged and if the
layer is below 1 nm thin, no increasing effect of radiation damage on the sample due to the layer is
to be expected and the diffraction pattern contains information about the small and high resolution
features [35]. Once the particles are in vacuum and illuminated with an intense x-ray pulse, the
particles are destroyed by the deposited energy. This requires a constant delivery of particles into
the interaction region. In an ideal case, each x-ray pulse is interacting with one - and only one -
particle and a diffraction pattern is recorded, but in reality, the hit rates are way below this ideal
case with typically below 1 %. This shows the main problem: this small hit rate corresponds to
sample waste, which may take months to prepare, but also the x-ray pulses are not used efficiently.
The bottleneck of improving SPI experiments is, therefore, sample injection, i. e. an increase in hit
rate. One way to improve the hit rate is improving the particle-beam generation. The particle
beam is typically generated from an aerodynamic lens stack (ALS) [25] Initially, ALS injectors were
designed for particle transport of nanoparticles in mass spectrometry and nanoparticle deposition
experiments and operated at higher pressures [36, 37]. Adapting the ALS injector to be used for
SPI has been demonstrated at LCLS and has been used and improved ever since [34]. Also other
fluid dynamics particle-beam injectors, such as a convergent nozzle injector have been demonstrated
for injection of nanoparticles into the x-ray beam [38].

In current experiments, creating an aerosol from the particles of interest in an evaporative
buffer solution is achieved either via liquid jet breakup aerosolization using a gas-dynamic virtual
nozzle [39] or via electrospray ionization [40]. Both methods produce droplets of the buffer solution
and those droplets contain ideally one - and only one - particle. With time and when introducing the
droplets into vacuum, the droplet dries and the isolated particle is remaining. Both aerosolization
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

methods use a carrier gas or carrier gas mixture. The amount of gas is reduced before the ALS
and the remaining gas is used to aerodynamically focus the particles into a particle beam. One
commonly used injector at FELs is the so-called "Uppsala-injector", built from an aerosolization
source, a differential pumping stage and an aerodynamic lens stack for focusing particles between
70 and 2000 nm in diameter. It has been used in various experiments at FELs [28–32, 41–44].

Following similar experimental steps, our group put forth an effort to design our own injector
similar to the "Uppsala-injector". The crucial difference is that our ALS has been designed to be
fully-variable and adjustable [45]. In addition, a simulation framework of the particle trajectories
through the ALS carrier-gas flow field has been established [46] and is used throughout this thesis.
The fully-variable ALS geometry allows the optimization of the geometry for a specific particle size
and density.

While the particle-beam generation for larger nanoparticles with diameters above 50 nm works
nicely using these room-temperature ALS injectors, smaller particles suffer from Brownian motion
effects, i. e., a broadening of the particle beam due to the stochastic force. Reducing Brownian
motion, e. g., by reducing the temperature, and improving the particle-beam generation for small
NPs is currently a major challenge in sample delivery.

The need for shock-freezing nanoparticles for SPI experiment originates not only in reducing the
effects of Brownian motion, but from structural changes and varieties that are considered impurities
in the particle beam, e. g., if a special spatial conformer is of interest. Impurities in the particle
beam and thus, collecting diffraction images of the impurities will reduce the resolution of the
retrieved 3D structure and should be avoided. Sorting diffraction patterns for impurities in the
data analysis part of the experiment is possible if the shape is fundamentally different [47], but
otherwise small structural changes will decrease the overall resolution, as the retrieved structure is
averaged over all collected diffraction patterns. Structural conformers, clusters, charge states and
buffer residues are some examples of impurities that can be present in the interaction region. For
small molecules, spatial separation of structural conformers was pioneered in our group with the use
of electric fields [48–50]. Starting point of this separation is a cold molecular beam. To create cold
particle beams of nanoparticles, the method of using a cryogenic buffer-gas cell (BGC) is adapted
from research in atomic physics [51], and had so far not been applied to systems with more than
a few tens of atoms [52, 53], until generating a particle beam from a BGC was demonstrated for
nanoparticles [54]. In this study, large nanoparticles and virus capsids were used (d>200 nm). A
particle beam consisting of shock-frozen nanoparticles at cryogenic temperatures was reported and
is used as the starting point for further work toward cold particle beams of smaller nanoparticles
within this thesis, working toward imaging of single proteins using SPI.

Outline of this thesis

The main objective of the work presented in this thesis was the generation of dense and cyogenically-
cooled particle beams containing shock-frozen particles in well defined structures for the use in SPI
experiments. In preparation of generating cryogenically-cooled particle beams, the working principle
of the room-temperature aerodynamic lens injector was studied and the setup was improved.
The knowledge from particle-beam characterization and generation at room-temperatures can be
applied to cold particle beams. The presented work is improving sample delivery methods for SPI
experiments and is contributing to the path toward imaging a single protein with high resolution at
XFELs.

This thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 provides the fundamental concepts of the work
presented in the following chapters. It covers the generation of particle beams for the use in
SPI from the aerosolization to the overlap with an x-ray pulse, the in-laboratory characterization
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methods and the overall generic setups used. In addition, the simulation framework is explained to
simulate and predict the particle beams emerging from the investigated injectors.

The chapters 3 to 6 are the main part of this thesis. They are based on manuscripts published
or soon to be published in scientific peer-reviewed journals [55–58].

In chapter 3, a particle-beam characterization method is presented. In contrast to previous work,
where the particle beam is observed from the side or the particle beam is destructively measured
on microscope slides [59], this method of light-sheet imaging (LSI) is able to record the transverse
particle-beam profile on the fly and determine the absolute particle number density.

In chapter 4, an optimization procedure for the geometry of an aerodynamic lens stack (ALS) is
provided. A previously developed variable geometry ALS was optimized for 50 nm gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) using simulations of the carrier-gas flow field and the particle trajectories. Simulating
the particle beam instead of changing the apertures in the experiment and measuring the particle
beam properties saves preparation time for experiments significantly.

In chapter 5, the optimized ALS injector from chapter 4 is used to explore the particle-beam
generation ability for smaller NPs with sizes down to 25 nm, currently limited by the imaging
method. The particle-beam focus position shift is investigated and understood via the particles’
simulated phase-space distributions and in terms of aerodynamic focusing parameters.

In chapter 6, the knowledge from previous work is used to generate a cryogenically-cooled
particle beam consisting of intermediately sized NPs. By combining a buffer-gas cell with an
aerodynamic lens, the generation of cryogenically cooled particle beams was extended to smaller
NPs, paving the way toward the generation of particle beams consisting of even smaller NPs and
potentially proteins.

In chapter 7, developments and proposed changes on the sample injection toward the injection
of 10 nm NPs are presented. The summary is presented in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Fundamental concepts

This chapter provides an overview of the fundamental concepts used as a basis for the following
chapters of this thesis. It covers the particle-beam generation of (small) nanoparticles for single-
particle diffractive imaging (SPI) experiments at x-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) with the goal
of imaging the structure and dynamics of proteins without crystallization. In addition to the
experimental techniques, ranging from aerosolization methods to particle detection, the simulation
framework for predicting the particle-beam formation is described. These predictions are necessary
for optimizing the injector geometry and for predicting hit rates and the feasibility of a planned
experiment.

2.1 Experimental methods

The sample of interest in SPI experiments comes in solution like water or a specific buffer solution.
The imaging itself is performed on isolated, gas-phase sample in vacuum and requires a new
particle each FEL shot due to destruction of the sample by the deposited energy [7, 25, 26].
Therefore, a continuous stream of particles needs to be generated with a density in the order of 1
particle/interaction volume/pulse. FEL pulse focusing improved over the past years and reaches
focus sizes below 1 µm. As a consequence, the particle-beam size needs to reduce to avoid wasting
sample unexposed to the x-ray beam. The pulse duration is expected to be between 10 . . . 50 fs.
Due to higher achievable repetition rates of the FELs, sample speed has to increase as well to avoid
double exposure on the same sample particle from two different FEL pulses, as observed in a recent
experiment [32].

In addition to the number of particles imaged, the purity of the sample is crucial for a good
resolution. Even though sample preparation can be done carefully, still impurities may remain in
the generated particle beam. In order to separate, e. g., spatial conformers, charge states or align
the particles, other techniques known for small molecules can be applied to the particle beam before
imaging [60]. To achieve, e. g., alignment or conformer separation, the sample may undergo rapid
shock-freezing [54].

To bring the sample from solution into gas-phase, the sample is aerosolized using a gas-dynamic
virtual nozzle or electrospray ionization. The excess gas from these processes is removed in a
differential pumping stage and the remaining gas is used to aerodynamically form a particle beam
using an aerodynamic lens stack. For shock-freezing the sample, the buffer-gas cell is introduced
and the used particle detection methods are described. These processes, as well as the generic setup
and the applications in SPI are described in the following sections.
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CHAPTER 2. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

2.1.1 Nanoparticle-beam generation

The starting point for generating a nanoparticle beam is a sample, e. g., polystyrene spheres, gold
nanostructures or bioparticles, suspended in a buffer solution. Typical sample concentrations in
the solution are in the order of 106 . . . 107 particles/ml when using liquid jet aerosolization and
1011 . . . 1013 particles/ml when using electrospray ionization.

Aerosolization

To aerosolize the sample solution, two different methods are used: the breaking of a gas-focused
liquid jet, as produced from a gas-dynamic virtual nozzle (GDVN) [39] or electrospray ionization [40].

The geometry and working principle of a GDVN is shown in Figure 2.1 a. A GDVN consists of
an inner and an outer part. The inner part with an inner diameter (ID) of typically 25 µm is used
for the liquid sample. The sample is diluted in water and flow rates are typically 1 . . . 3 µl/min. The
inner capillary is surrounded by an outer part through which helium gas is flowing. In combination
of the liquid flow and the surrounding gas, a liquid jet with a diameter of typically < 10 µm
is formed [39]. The surrounding pressure in the aerosolization chamber is close to atmospheric
pressure, but a liquid jet can also be formed in sufficiently low vacuum for direct x-ray imaging
of nanocrystals or NPs in the liquid jet [20]. For aerosolization purposes, the stable liquid jet
is breaking after a short distance and generating droplets in the diameter range of 1 µm. This
method is used for aerosolizing larger nanoparticles above 100 nm in diameter, as the initial droplet
diameter is large. Smaller sample would be left with a residue layer of water in the interaction
region [61] or with a higher chance of clustering inside the larger droplets. The GDVN performance
depends on the glueing of the lines and is therefore not highly reproducible. In past years, efforts
were made to make GDVN production more reliable, e. g., using 3D-printed GDVNs [62] or to
use GDVNs with lower flow rates, generating smaller initial droplets especially for the use in SPI
experiments [63]. Otherwise, liquid jets are the standard tool to generate liquid jets for serial
femtosecond crystallography experiments using nanocrystals [20, 23], solution experiments on small
molecular water clusters [64] or for generating microjets and observing shear-induced ordering of
nanoparticles in the liquid jet [65].

To generate isolated nanoparticles with diameters below 100 nm, electrospray ionization (ESI)
is used. Throughout this thesis, a commercial electrospray is used (TSI Advanced Electrospray
generator model 3842). The principal setup of an ESI device is shown in Figure 2.1 b. For ESI,
the sample is present in an evaporative and conductive solution. Mostly, Ammonium Acetate
(AmAc) 20 mM in water is used. The sample flows through a typically 30 . . . 50 µm ID capillary
with an angled tip at flow rates of 150 . . . 600 nl/min. Nitrogen and CO2 in a ≈ 90/10 mixture are
surrounding the capillary and in combination with an applied voltage of 1.5 . . . 2.5 kV forming a
Taylor-cone. Due to the electric field, the generated droplets are highly charged and need to be
neutralized. Here, a soft x-ray neutralizer is used. The evaporation and charge distribution of the
droplets is an ongoing field of research, currently multiple ESI mechanisms are proposed to explain
how the charges are distributed and moving inside the droplet [66].

Due to the lower sample flow and the stable Taylor cone spraying conditions, this method
produces smaller initial droplets and therefore, creating less residue on the sample in the interaction
region [61]. A disadvantage of ESI is the use of nitrogen and CO2 compared to helium as the
scattering cross section is higher in SPI experiments, making it difficult to record signal above the
gas background level for small bioparticles [33].

ESI is also used in native mass spectrometry experiments of proteins. In these experiments, no
neutralizer is used and the charges are used for guiding the particles into the detection region using
electric fields [67, 68].
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Figure 2.1: a.) Schematic GDVN setup. The sample in water is pushed through a thin capillary.
Helium gas flows around the inner capillary tip and forming a liquid jet. The jet is
breaking up, forming droplets with around 1 µm diameter. b.) Schematic electrospray
ionization setup. The sample in evaporative, conductive buffer is pushed through a
capillary with 40 µm ID and nitrogen and CO2 gas flows around it. Together with
an applied electric field, a Taylor cone is forming and small droplets are generated.
The aerosol is passing a soft x-ray neutralizer region to neutralize the highly charged
droplets.

The generated aerosol and droplet size distribution from both methods can be measured using a
differental-mobiliy-analyser (DMA) and a condensation particle counter (CPC). These commercially
available devices can be used to optimize sample conditions, such as sample concentration, buffer
conductivity, liquid flow rate, etc. to generate particles without a thick layer of water or buffer
around it. DMA-CPC measurements can also be used to determine the sample concentration in
the solution [69].

Differential pumping

The aerosolization processes both come with a high gas background of helium (for GDVN) and
nitrogen and CO2 (for ESI). Both processes operate under nearly atmospheric pressures. Nitrogen
and CO2 from the ESI process are causing a high scattering background in SPI experiments when
using hard x-rays due to an increased scattering cross section. To reduce the amount of gas injected
into the interaction region, a differential pumping stage is used consisting of a nozzle-skimmer
combination with pumping in between. Typically, the skimmer tips are 2 . . . 4 mm apart and the
skimmer tip diameters are 0.2 . . . 1.0 mm. As the gas mass is way lower than the particle mass, the
particles are passing the pumping section with small changes in their trajectories and enter the
lower skimmer, whereas the gas is pumped away in between. Using one skimmer combination after
the GDVN aerosolization and two skimmer combinations after ESI aerosolization, the pressure is
reduced to below 1 mbar, although for some measurements, a higher pressure is used. This is the
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Figure 2.2: a.) Aerodynamic lens geometry. Carrier gas and particle flow is from left to right. The
black solid line is the geometry used for simulating the 2D cylindrically symmetric
flow field. The apertures and tubes can be changed individually. Taken from own
publication [56]. b.) Working principle of focusing at an aperture. The carrier gas
stream line is shown in dashed gray. After an aperture, the gas is expanding again to
the same distance from the center line. In contrast, the particle trajectory (shown in
solid blue) does not expand to the original distance again, but stays at a closer distance
due to the particles’ higher mass.

pressure after the differential pumping stage and right before the injector.

Nanoparticle focusing

To generate a room-temperature particle beam, an aerodynamic lens stack (ALS) is used [70]. The
geometry consists of tubes and apertures. With a higher gas pressure before the ALS (around
0.5 . . . 2.5 mbar) and the exit being in low vacuum (below 10−5 mbar), the carrier-gas is flowing
into the lower pressure region. The apertures cause a contraction of the carrier gas, creating an
aerodynamic lens (ADL) effect that can focus particles. The experiments performed in this thesis
use a modular ALS injector consisting of 5 tube/aperture pairs that can be changed individually.
An illustration of the ALS injector is shown in Figure 2.2. A detailed description of the modular
ALS is given in [45]. To generate particle beams from different particle species, the geometry
i. e. the diameters of the tubes and apertures are changed to create a flow field capable of focusing
said particles. The geometry optimization procedure for focusing a specific sample is presented in
chapter 4.

The working principle and underlying fluid and aerodynamics are described in various publica-
tions with a focus on generating particle beams [70–72]. The basic principles are summarized in
the following.

Generating a nanoparticle beam using an aerodynamic lens stack is based on axisymmetric
flow contraction of the particle trajectories in a carrier-gas flow field. The carrier-gas flow field
is generated from the contraction of the flow in thin orifices [70]. In an optimal case, at each
contraction, a so-called aerodynamic lens, the particles are moving closer to the center line. The
parameter describing the optimal case of focusing nanoparticles is the Stokes number. In the
following it is assumed that the gas flow is laminar, continuous and subsonic. The parameter
describing whether a flow is laminar is the Reynolds number Re. It is defined via

Re =
ρluL

µl
(2.1)

with ρl the liquid or in this case gas density, u the liquid or gas velocity, L a characteristic linear
dimension and µl the liquid or gas viscosity. In our example of using an ALS with nitrogen as
carrier gas and an upstream pressure of 0.2 . . . 3.0 mbar, Re < 5, which validates the laminar flow
assumption. Typical gas speed inside the ALS tubes is not exceeding 20 m/s and only at the
exit into low vacuum, the speed increases above the speed of sound in nitrogen, indicating the
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break-down of Stokes flow. Inside the ALS, the assumption holds.

The Stokes number St is a dimensionless number that defines the ratio of the particle response
time in a fluid flow and can be written as

St =
2ρpd

2
pCcṁ

9πρlµld3f
(2.2)

in accordance with [72], where ρp the particle density, dp the particle diameter, Cc the Cunningham
slip correction factor (see below), ṁ the mass flow, ρl the liquid or in this case gas density upstream
and df the orifice diameter. The Cunningham slip correction factor Cc is given by

Cc = 1 +Knp ·

1.231 + 0.4695 · exp

(
−1.1783

Knp

) (2.3)

with Knp as the particle Knudsen number. The number factors of the correction factor on the
Stokes number were found empirically [73]. Knp is a dimensionless parameter given by the ratio
of the mean free path λl and the particle diameter: Knp = 2λl/dp. At a given pressure p and
temperature T of the gas, the Knudsen number is given by

Knp =
kBT√
2πd2pp

. (2.4)

In general, smaller and lighter particles have a smaller Stokes number, showing a faster response to
the fluid flow and following fluid streamlines, whereas heavier and larger particles respond slower
due to a higher inertia. Three limits of the Stokes number for particle focusing are defined: At
St ≈ 1, the particles are focusing efficiently onto the center line. For St � 1, particles detach
from the flow field streamlines and cross the center line, leading to an over-focusing and therefore,
defocusing of the particles. The third case with St� 1 describes the behavior for particles following
the streamlines almost exactly, leading to a movement off-center after the ADL. All three cases are
illustrated in Figure 2.2 b. When designing an ALS, Stokes numbers close to 1 are desirable. A
lens calculator has been published in 2006, providing a powerful tool for designing an ALS [72].
However, to further understand the underlying processes and particle-beam formation inside the
ALS, a numerical simulation environment has been developed to optimize these systems for the
need of SPI experiments [46].

For the daily use of ALS injectors and the application in SPI, the important factors determining
the ALS performance are particle transmission, particle-beam focus position z0 and particle-beam
focus size w0. Therefore, it is necessary to simulate and measure the particle-beam properties from
an ALS injector. Details on the actual particle trajectory calculations are given in Section 2.2 and
the experimental characterization of the particle beam is presented in subsection 2.1.2.

Nanoparticle cooling

Despite a good particle beam with high particle number density, another important parameter for
SPI experiments is the purity of the sample. Even with careful sample preparation, there may
be different species present, such as conformers, clusters and charge states. Without additional
effort for separating the impurities from the pure sample, these species reduce the resolution of the
retrieved 3D structure if not taken care of in the data analysis [47]. To separate the wanted species
from the unwanted ones, inspiration comes from small molecules. For example, to spatially separate
the conformers of a molecule, an inhomogeneous electric field can be used. As a starting point a
cold molecular beam is required. For small molecules, this is achieved via supersonic expansion from
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the working principle of a cryogenic buffer-gas cell (BGC). Warm NPs
(T0 = 297 K) and cold (THe = 4 K) helium gas enter the BGC. During collisions, the
NPs thermalize and are rapidly cooled. The shock-frozen NPs exit the BGC through
an aperture into vacuum in a particle beam [54].

an Even-Lavie valve [74] and using an electrostatic deflector to generate pure molecular beams of
specific rotational states or to separate cluster orders. For nanoparticles, using an Even-Lavie valve
is not possible. Most biological larger molecules and particles denature and break upon heating.
Instead of generating cold beams from supersonic expansion, shock-freezing larger NPs using a
cryogenic buffer-gas cell (BGC) was demonstrated [54], based on ideas to use the BGC for atoms
and small molecules [51]. The basic principle is shown in Figure 2.3. Warm nanoparticles (shown in
red) at room temperature (T0 = 297 K) enter a buffer-gas cell of a few centimeters dimension filled
with cold (THe = 4 K) helium gas. During elastic collisions in the high gas number density, the NPs
thermalize (shown in blue) and exit the BGC in a particle beam. Helium atoms are shown in beige
color. Particle-beam formation is happening in a flow field generated from the exit aperture and a
pressure difference inside and outside the BGC. The NPs are rapidly thermalized translationally
and rotationally on a microsecond time scale, minimizing denaturation.

The cooling and particle-beam generation using a BGC was demonstrated for larger spherical
NPs and virus capsids (> 200 nm diameter) [54]. Using Newtons law of cooling, the particle
temperature and cooling rate could be calculated. At rather high helium flow in the BGC of
70 mln/min, the cooling rate for sub 50 nm particles and proteins exceeded 106 K/s, higher than the
cooling rate needed to form amorphous ice of 104 K/s and higher than the cooling rates reported
for CEM [75, 76]. However, the drawback of particle-beam generation directly from a BGC is the
particle-beam density, i. e., the particle-beam size. Improving the particle-beam generation for
smaller NPs requires adding an ALS part to the BGC. This is presented in chapter 6.

2.1.2 Nanoparticle-beam characterization

The generated particle beam consisting of particles with diameters ranging from 25 . . . 220 nm is
characterized in the laboratory using optical scattering, which is presented in the following section.
Other techniques for nanoparticle-beam detection, especially of smaller NPs are, e. g., laser-induced
breakdown detection (LIBD) [77] or via strong-field ionization [78].

Scattering theory

Optical scattering is well described using the Mie-scattering law to determine the particle brightness
depending on the particle diameter [79]. As the particle diameter dp is smaller than the wavelength
λ of the used laser, the light scattering can be approximated using Rayleigh scattering. The
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Figure 2.4: Different particle-beam characterization geometries. a.) Transverse particle-beam
imaging, i. e., light-sheet imaging. The particles pass the focus of a cylindrical lens and
the scattering is collected looking into the particle beam. The inset shows an example
of a measured transverse particle-beam profile. b.) Longitudinal particle-beam imaging,
i. e., side-view imaging. The particles pass a focus of a spherical lens and the scattering
is collected perpendicular to the particle beam and the laser path. The inset shows an
example of a measured longitudinal particle-beam profile.

Rayleigh scattering intensity Idet is proportional to the sixth power of the particle diameter,

Idet ∝ d6p (2.5)

i. e., a 50 nm particle scatters 64 times less than a 100 nm particle in the same laser pulse. The
validation of this approximation was demonstrated for NPs in a particle beam generated from an
ALS in a particle size range of 40 . . . 125 nm [80]. Smaller particle diameters could not be detected
in the reported experiment, showing the importance of high laser intensities and a clean background.

Other important parameters for the scattering intensity are the material, i. e., the absorption
properties of the material and the detection angle relative to the illumination of the NP.

Experimental geometries

In our laboratory two experimental geometries for optical scattering particle detection are used:
transverse and longitudinal imaging. The imaging geometries are shown in Figure 2.4.

To image the transverse particle-beam profile a light-sheet imaging (LSI) technique is used [55].
Detailed information about this method is given in chapter 3 and this method is used for particle
detection in chapter 6. In short, a continuous-wave (CW) green laser (λ = 532 nm) is focused using
a cylindric lens, generating an elliptic focus, i. e., a light sheet, crossing the particle beam at a right
angle. The scattering off the particles is recorded with a camera-based microscope system, as shown
in Figure 2.4 a. A blob finding algorithm is used on the collected camera frames to retrieve the blob
central position, as well as the intensity of the found blob [81]. A 2D histogram of the found particle
positions yields the transverse particle-beam profile as shown in the inset. From the scattering
intensity, the speed of the particle is determined: Slower particles are crossing the light sheet in a
longer time period, i. e., more photons are hitting the particle that can be scattered. Faster particles
are illuminated by less photons, i. e., the scattering intensity is lower. A particle-beam evolution can
be recorded by moving the ALS up/down and record 2D histograms at varying distance from the
ALS exit. This method can be used to detect transverse asymmetries in the particle-beam profile
induced by, e. g., an asymmetric flow field [54]. Due to the CW illumination, the particle flux can
be determined and data collection time is only lacking real time due to shutter and read-out speed
of the used camera. A disadvantage of the CW illumination is the limitation to detect particles
≥ 70 nm diameter. For smaller NPs, a pulsed laser is used.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic setups. a.) Room-temperature particle-beam setup. The aerosol enters a
differential pumping stage and passing a transport tube into the ALS for generating a
particle beam. The particle beam is detected via optical scattering. b.) Cryogenically-
cooled particle-beam setup. The aerosol enters a differential pumping stage and passing
a transport tube before being injected into the BGC filled with cold helium via a source
tip. The BGC leads into an ALS to generate a focused particle beam. The particle
beam is detected via optical scattering. See text for more details.

The second detection geometry is used to image the longitudinal particle-beam profile, we call
this method side-view imaging (SVI). The setup is shown in Figure 2.4 b. Here, a pulsed laser
source with central wavelength of λ = 532 nm, a pulse duration of 10 ns and a repetition rate of
20 Hz is used. The laser beam is focused using a spherical lens. The scattering off the particles
is collected perpendicular to the laser and the particle beam. Within the 10 ns illumination, the
particles are considered static. Their movement of less than 500 nm, assuming a particle speed
of 50 m/s is smaller than the spatial resolution of the microscope camera. The image analysis is
performed in the same way as for the light-sheet imaging and the 2D histogram of the found blobs is
giving the longitudinal particle-beam profile and moving the ALS up/down yields the particle-beam
evolution. Using a more powerful laser, we imaged PS NPs down to 25 nm diameter. This method
is used in chapter 4 and chapter 5.

2.1.3 Experimental setup

Typical setups used in the presented work are sketched in Figure 2.5. Both setups for room-
temperature particle beams and shock-frozen particle beams are presented.

The experiments were performed on different samples. A standard nanoparticle, commercially
and in large quantities available, is a polystyrene sphere (PS). The diameter used ranges from
25 . . . 220 nm, and depending on the aerosolization method and particle size, different particle
concentrations in solutions were used. For GDVN aerosolization and 220 nm PS, typical sample
concentrations were 5 · 106 particles/ml and for 25 nm PS using ESI, sample concentrations of
2.7 · 1013 particles/ml were used. In addition to PS, sucrose solutions with different concentrations
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(2 . . . 10 %) were used for focusing experiments, but in general as alignment particles due to the
high number of generated particles in the ESI process. With higher sucrose concentration, the
generate sucrose balls are larger, same effect as for the flow rate: A higher flow rate results in a
larger initial droplet size i. e., a larger sucrose ball. Furthermore, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were
used with diameters of 27 nm.

The setup for room-temperature particle beams is shown in Figure 2.5 a. Either GDVN or
ESI is used to generate aerosolized NPs and the aerosol is entering a differential pumping stage.
In the differential pumping stage, the excess gas from the aerosolization process is removed by
pumping in between the skimmers. The pressure is reduced from 1000 mbar at the aerosol inlet to
around 11 . . . 25 mbar after the first skimmer stage to 0.5 . . . 2.5 mbar after the second skimmer
stage, i. e., before the ALS. After the skimmer stages, the particles - together with a fraction of the
gas - are following though a transport tube into the ALS. Transport of the particles is ensured due
to pressure differences throughout the setup. After the long transport tube, the particles speed
is assumed to be equal to the flow field speed. The upper part of the setup is mounted on an
xyz-manipulator to move the particle beam with respect to the interaction region with the laser.
Inside the ALS, the particles are following the flow field such that a particle beam is generated. The
particles exit the ALS through an aperture into the main vacuum chamber, usually kept between
10−4 . . . 10−6 mbar depending on the pressure before the ALS. In the laboratory, the particle beam
is crossed by a focused laser and the scattering off the particles is detected using a camera-based
microscope. For SPI experiments, the upper part of the chamber is mounted on the beamline setup
and the particle beam is crossed by an x-ray beam.

The setup to generate particle beams of shock frozen nanoparticles is shown in Figure 2.5 b.
The generated aerosol is entering a differential pumping stage, similar to the room-temperature
setup. In contrast to the room-temperature setup, the transport tube is not connected to the BGC,
but ends in a source tip in vacuum a few millimeters outside the BGC entrance. The source is
generating a diverging particle beam that enters the BGC. The source is not cooled and mounted
together with the upper part of the setup on an xyz-manipulator to align the source with the BGC
entrance. The source pressure is held at 0.4 . . . 0.6 mbar. Inside the BGC, the particles thermalize
with the cold helium gas (T = 4 K) and exit the ALS through an aperture into vacuum, typically
10−6 . . . 10−5 mbar, depending on the amount of helium inside the BGC. The particle beam is
detected via optical scattering using the LSI method using a camera-based microscope. In this
setup, the particle beam source i. e., the BGC is fixed in position. To detect the particle beam at
different distances from the BGC exit, the laser beam and the camera have to be moved.
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2.2 Simulation methods

The last sections showed the experimental approach to determine the particle-beam diameter
generated from an ALS using optical scattering. In addition to the experimental setup, a simulation
framework saves significant time optimizing the set of parameters that influence the generated
particle beam, such as the input pressure, the geometry of the ALS and the particle parameters
like diameter and material itself.

This section describes the calculation of the carrier gas flow field inside an ALS at room
temperature and inside the BGC-ALS at 4 K, and the calculation of the particle trajectories
through these flow fields.

The carrier gas type depends on the aerosolization method and is typically helium or a mixture
of nitrogen and CO2. The mixture is consisting of mostly nitrogen (> 90 %) and therefore, the
CO2 is neglected in the carrier gas flow field calculations.

Due to the high number of gas molecules compared to the number of particles, only the
interaction of gas and particle are modeled and the particle-particle interaction is neglected.

2.2.1 Flow-field calculations

To determine the fluid dynamic regime of the flow, the Knudsen number Kn, a dimensionless
parameter, is calculated. Kn is described by the ratio of the mean free path of a carrier gas atom
or molecule to a characteristic length. In an ALS for nitrogen at 1 mbar, the mean free path is
around 69 µm and the characteristic length as an aperture is >1.5 mm. For the BGC at 1 mbar,
the mean free path of helium at 4 K is around 2 µm and the characteristic length is roughly the
same. With this, the Knudsen number is well below 1 (Kn < 0.05 and Kn < 0.0015) and the
number of collisions are not treated individually, but the carrier gas is described in a continuum
flow formulation using a set of partial differential equations: the Navier-Stokes equations.

The Navier-Stokes equations are based on conservation of mass and momentum and the solution
is a vector field representing the flow velocity. From the flow velocity, other parameters of interest,
such as the pressure are derived.

For calculating flows in 2D cylindrically symmetric geometries, such as the ALS, an available
finite-element solver to solve the Navier-Stokes equations is used [82]. For more complicated and
non-symmetric flows and geometries, such as the BGC-ALS, a more advanced finite-volume solver
is used [83]. The laminar flow module can be used, as the Reynolds number, the ratio of inertial to
viscous forces is typically low (Re < 5, see Section 2.1.1). For high Reynolds numbers, the flow is
considered turbulent.

An example of the converged, steady-state flow field solved with the finite-element solver for the
ALS at 1 mbar inlet pressure and nitrogen as carrier gas is shown in Figure 2.6 a. For visualization,
the flow field is shown as a central cut through the ALS geometry. Inside the ALS, the gas speed
is high at the apertures and inside the last ALS tube due to the reduced diameter. Outside the
ALS, the gas is accelerated to high speed values (> 200 m/s). The gas speed is also visualized in
Figure 2.6 b (purple line), which shows the gas speed at the center line, r = 0, throughout the ALS.
At each aperture, a peak in the gas speed is observed. In addition, the pressure (orange line) is
shown. At each aperture, the pressure is dropping and staying almost constant within one lens
piece. In the last lens piece, the pressure is continuously decreasing and finally, a steep pressure
drop is observed close to and outside the ALS (z > 0).
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Figure 2.6: Simulated carrier gas flow fields for the ALS using COMSOL [82]. a.) Central slice
of the nitrogen carrier gas flow field in the ALS geometry. The gas flow direction is
from left to right. The inlet pressure is set to 1 mbar. b.) Nitrogen carrier gas speed
in the center of the ALS (r = 0) throughout the ALS geometry (purple line). At each
aperture, the gas speed in increasing and decreasing in the tube part of the flow field.
Within the exit aperture and outside of the ALS, the gas is accelerated to speed values
> 200 m/s. The pressure (orange line) inside the ALS is dropping at each aperture.
Within the last ALS piece and outside the ALS exit, the pressure is dropping rapidly
to values < 0.01 mbar.

2.2.2 Nanoparticle trajectory calculations

Drag force

After calculating the flow field, the particle trajectories are calculated. As discussed above, particle-
particle interaction is neglected and only particle-gas interaction is taken into account. The force
the particle is experiencing in the flow field is the drag force. For the case of particles inside an ALS,
the drag force is reduced from the drag force in a continuous flow by the Cunningham correction
factor Cc:

~Fdrag =
3πµldp∆~u

Cc
, (2.6)

where µl is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid or the gas, dp the diameter of the particle and ∆~u the
velocity difference between the fluid and the particle. Cc is the Cunningham correction factor as
described in Equation 2.3.

To calculate the drag force in 4 K helium flow fields, a different description of the drag force is
used [84]. This model description is based on Epsteins description and promises a wide application
to temperature ranges without the need for correction factors. From this method, the particle
temperature can be extracted directly and is used for calculating the cooling rate of particles inside
the BGC.

Brownian motion

In addition to the drag force, the particles experience an additional stochastic force: Brownian
motion [85]. The force the particles experience is given by

FB = mp ~G

√
πS0

∆t
with S0 =

216µlkT

π2d5pρ
2
pCc

(2.7)
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Figure 2.7: Calculated particle trajectories for 69 nm (orange), 42 nm (purple) and 25 nm (black)
polystyrene spheres. For 25 nm, clear wiggles in the trajectories are visible, showing the
effect of Brownian motion on small particles. For the calculations, CMInject [86] was
used and the same carrier gas flow field and starting conditions for all particle sizes.

with mp being the particle mass, ~G a vector of zero mean with unit variance, giving independent
Gaussian random numbers, ∆t the time step of the solver (typically 10−5 s), k the Boltzmann
constant.

The force due to Brownian motion is temperature dependent. It is smaller at lower temperatures,
reducing the random walk around the particle trajectories. The temperature dependence is one
reason to move toward lower temperatures in particle focusing for small nanoparticles in the
future. With decreasing particle diameter, Brownian motion is increasing, as shown from trajectory
calculations in Figure 2.7. When decreasing the particle size from 69 nm (orange trajectories) to
25 nm (black trajectories) the wiggles in the particle trajectories are clearly visible, counteracting
the focusing of the particles.

Throughout this thesis, already existing particle tracing codes are used. In chapter 4, the code
from a previous publication was used [46], which later was developed into a python package called
CMInject [86]. CMInject is used in chapter 5 and chapter 6. It is a computational framework that
includes drag forces and Brownian motion to calculate the particle trajectories through a given gas
flow field.

Nanoparticle-beam evolution

The simulated particle beam and its parameters such as the particle-beam focus position and width
is the object of interest when simulating the particle trajectories through the flow fields. To include
the gas flow field effect outside the geometry, i. e., after the exit, the flow field is extended a few
millimeters outside and within the CMInject package, the detector feature is used to store and
trace the particles position in r at each detector position zD. The result at each detector is a
histogram of the number of particles at the radial position r. The width of this distribution is
determined via a Gaussian fit and taken as the full width at half maximum (FWHM). Placing the
detectors at different distances yields a particle-beam evolution as shown in Figure 2.8 (shown as
dots). To determine the particle-beam focus width and position, a Gaussian beam evolution curve
fit is used (dashed lines). As the 1D particle-beam profiles were fitted using a Gaussian beam, this
beam evolution function agrees nicely with the values. Similar fitting functions were used in an
experimental publication [80].
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Figure 2.8: Simulated particle-beam evolution curves for spherical polystyrene particles with a
diameter of 69 nm. The particle-beam width at different distances from the injector exit
were simulated using CMInject [86]. Dots are the calculated values at each detector,
the dashed lines correspond to a Gaussian beam evolution fit. For different injector
pressures, the particle-beam properties, i. e., the focus position, width and divergence
of the particle beam, change.
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Chapter 3

Light-sheet imaging of nanoparticle
beams1

Imaging biological molecules in the gas-phase requires novel sample delivery methods, which
generally have to be characterized and optimized to produce high-density particle beams. A
non-destructive characterization method of the transverse particle beam profile is presented. It
enables the characterization of the particle beam in parallel to the collection of, for instance,
x-ray-diffraction patterns. As a rather simple experimental method, it requires the generation of
a small laser-light sheet using a cylindrical telescope and a microscope. The working principle of
this technique was demonstrated for the characterization of the fluid-dynamic-focusing behavior of
220 nm polystyrene beads as prototypical nanoparticles. The particle flux was determined and the
velocity distribution was calibrated using Mie-scattering calculations.

3.1 Introduction

Knowledge of the structure of biological molecules, such as proteins or viruses, is fundamental for
understanding their function. A recently pioneered approach for directly recording high-resolution
structures of intact single molecules is single-particle coherent diffractive imaging using x-ray
free-electrons lasers (XFELs) [3, 7]. To reconstruct a three-dimensional molecular structure, this
approach requires the collection of a large number of individual diffraction patterns from single
molecules [28, 87]. In order to achieve this within the limited amount of time available at central
XFEL facilities, therefore, requires a high particle flux in the gas-phase. Furthermore, as the
samples investigated get smaller in size, now approaching the limit of single proteins, the necessary
x-ray intensity for recording a single-shot diffraction pattern increases. Experimentally, this higher
intensity is typically achieved by focusing the x-ray beam to a smaller spot, in SPI experiments
typically to sizes of only ∼100 nm. This places stringent demands on the employed sample delivery
methods, typically aerodynamic lens stacks (ALS) [42, 46, 70], and requires their characterization
and optimization prior to XFEL experiments with laboratory-based methods.

Any characterization method for nanoparticle injectors would ideally reconstruct the full six-
dimensional phase space of nanoparticles emitted, and would do so on-the-fly, in situ, non-destructive,
and universally for any nanoparticle. Furthermore, the simultaneous characterization of sheath gas

1This chapter is based on the publication: L. Worbs, J. Lübke, N. Roth, A. K. Samanta, D. A. Horke, and
J. Küpper, "Light-sheet imaging for the recording of transverse absolute density distributions of gas-phase particle-
beams from nanoparticle injectors", Opt. Express 27, 36580-36586 (2019) [55]. I contributed to the implementation
of the optics setup, recorded the data, analyzed the data, prepared figures for the manuscript, wrote the first draft
and updated the manuscript in discussion with all authors.
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flows would be advantageous, but that seems to be well delegated to offline analysis [88]. None
of the currently available nanoparticle-imaging methods fulfills all these requirements [59]. The
most commonly employed method is optical imaging of the particle stream using side-illumination
with a laser beam [59]. This allows one to measure the longitudinal position of nanoparticles, as
well as their longitudinal velocity through the use of double-pulse lasers [80], commonly termed
particle imaging velocimetry, or by recording light streaks from the particles through the use of
appropriate illumination or exposure times [59]. While this side-view light-scattering approach
fulfills the requirements for in situ operation and largely the universality for any nanoparticle, it
does not detect asymmetries in the transverse nanoparticle-beam profile without scanning the laser
focus through the particle beam. For larger particle beams this approach can, furthermore, suffer
from a mismatch between particle-beam size and focal depth of the used imaging objective.

A direct way to record the transverse profile of particles has so far only been available through
so-called dusting, where particles are caught on a sticky surface in-vacuum, which is subsequently
imaged [59]. This approach has the obvious drawback of being destructive. Furthermore, it does
not allow the recording of absolute particle densities, as the sticking probability of particles is not
unity, nor of particle velocities.

Here, we present a different approach, combing the advantages of laser-based scattering mi-
croscopy with the ability to measured transverse particle positions: light-sheet imaging (LSI). A
sheet of light is generated and the scattered light from the particles passing through the sheet is
collected using a microscope. This method provides a simple, non-destructive, and in situ method
to record transverse particle-beam profiles, including absolute number densities, as well as the
velocity of particles passing through the light sheet. For best general applicability and overall
characterization of the injection we employed a continuous detection scheme, which provides the
maximal information on the sample beam and enables the characterization for any x-ray repetition
rate. However, the method is general and could as well be utilized with a pulsed-laser illumination,
e. g., a synchronized optical laser provided by the x-ray facility [89].

3.2 Experimental setup

A schematic overview of the LSI setup is shown in Figure 3.1. It mainly consisted of three parts:
the optical setup for the generation of the light sheet from a continuous-wave laser, an ALS to
generate a nanoparticle beam, and a microscope-detector setup for recording the scattered light.

The light sheet was generated from a continuous-wave laser system (Coherent Verdi V, 5 W,
532 nm), operated at 0.5 W and with vertical polarization. The initial beam diameter of 2.25(23) mm
is increased by a factor of two using a Galilean telescope (fL1 = −50 mm, fL2 = 100 mm); throughout
the manuscript all laser-beam widths are specified to the 1/e2 intensity. A second cylindrical-lens
telescope (fL3 = −50 mm, fL4 = 150 mm) further increases the vertical diameter of the beam by a
factor of three, yielding an elliptical beam with a vertical width of h = 13.5 mm and a horizontal
width of w = 4.1 mm. This beam is focused using a cylindrical lens (fL5 = 300 mm), generating
the light sheet in the center of the vacuum chamber. The created light sheet has a thickness of
24.8 µm (14.6 µm full-width-half-maximum, FWHM), a Rayleigh length of zR = 1.5 mm, and
a horizontal width of w = 4.1 mm. The corresponding maximum power density in the focus is
∼2.8× 103 W/cm2, well below the typical damage threshold for nanoparticles.

The nanoparticle beam was generated using a previously described ALS [46]. Briefly, 220 nm
polystyrene beads in solution (Alfa Aesar, particle size 220 ± 17.3 nm) were diluted to 5 ×
106 particles/ml and aerosolized using a gas-dynamic virtual nozzle (GDVN) [39, 90]. Following a
differential pumping stage, nanoparticles entered the ALS, which produced a tightly collimated
and focused particle stream in the vacuum chamber; the chamber pressure was typically held at
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the light-sheet imaging setup for the characterization of nanoparticle
beams emerging from an aerodynamic lens stack. The light sheet is generated using a
spherical telescope, a cylindrical-lens telescope, and a spherical focusing lens to create
an elliptical focus. The inset shows the measured values of the minor, z, and major, y,
widths along the light beam and the corresponding Gaussian beam-waist fit to determine
the Rayleigh length zR = 1.5 mm. Light is detected with a microscope and camera
setup along the y direction.

6×10−5 mbar during experiments. The entire ALS system was placed on a motorized xyz-translation
stage to allow accurate positioning of the particle stream.

Particles emerging from the the ALS passed through the light sheet and the scattered light
was collected by a camera-based microscope system. This consisted of a long working-distance
objective (Edmund Optics, 5× magnification, numerical aperture 0.14, working distance 34 mm)
with a depth of view of 14 µm, chosen to match the sheet thickness to get sharp images of particle
scatter, and a high-efficiency sCMOS camera (Photometrics Prime 95B, quantum efficiency 0.95
at 532 nm, 1200 × 1200 pixels). This yields a nominal resolution of 0.54 px/µm. Images were
collected with a 1 ms exposure time and at a frame rate of 82 fps at full-frame size. Collected
images were analyzed using a centroiding algorithm based on Hessian blob-finding [81], yielding
sub-pixel particle positions as well as an accurate estimate of the number of recorded photons per
particle.

The data shown were typically recorded for 2 000 frames and limited to a region of interest
covering 350×350 pixels. Transverse beam profiles were generated as 2D histograms of the recorded
particle positions. For the full three-dimensional reconstruction of the particle beam, the distance
between the ALS exit and the light sheet was varied to build up a series of 2D transverse profiles.
To recover the velocity of particles passing through the sheet, the recorded scattering intensity
was compared with calculations based on Mie theory, performed using a homebuilt Python script
based on the freely available Bohren and Huffman code [79], taking into account the experimental
parameters, e. g., the scattering angle, the numerical aperture, and the particle size.

3.3 Results and discussion

An example image showing two nanoparticles passing through the light sheet simultaneously is
shown in Figure 3.2 a. Here, the concentration of the nanoparticle solution was reduced from stock
to ensure that camera frames contained no more than 2 particles. An example of a measured full
particle-beam profile is shown in Figure 3.2 b, recorded 6 mm below the ALS injector. In Figure 3.2 c,
the 3D beam profile is shown as individual 2D histograms recorded at several distances. These
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Figure 3.2: (a) Raw image of a single camera frame containing two particles. (b) Transverse beam
profile 6 mm below the injector tip, shown as a 2D histogram of the determined particle
positions; the colorscale represents particle flux. (c) 3D beam profile shown as individual
2D histograms measured at different distances from the ALS exit. The colorscale is the
same as in (b).

measurements directly reveal, for instance, any astigmatism that might be present in the particle
beam. From Figure 3.2 c it is clear that moving away from the injector tip the particle-beam widths
changes, showing the characteristic focusing behavior of the injector [46]. Recorded particle-beam
profiles typically show a Gaussian intensity distribution and the evolution of the particle beam can
be accurately described by fitting a 2D Gaussian function to the recorded data, thus allowing for an
easy evaluation of the beam widths and asymmetry through the minor and major axis of the fitted
2D Gaussian. The analysis of the size at 7 mm downstream the injector reveals that, without any
specific optimization of the ALS, we generated a particle beam with a focus FWHM of 44.6(33) µm.

Since the measurement is based on counting individual particles, the histograms reveal the
absolute particle flux, that is, the number of particles per area per second. The rate of particles is
recovered from the observation time, which due to the continuous illumination is simply given by
the number of frames multiplied by their exposure times. The particle flux can then be calculated
from the number of particles detected per pixel or histogram bin. The peak particle flux per µm2

per second as a function of the distance from the ALS exit is shown in Figure 3.3 a. Under the
given conditions, the maximum particle flux of 4.3 particles/µm2/s is measured 7.0 mm below the
injector tip.

In order to recover the velocity of particles passing through the light sheet, the recorded intensity
distribution from single particles was modeled by Mie theory. As the illumination region of the
particles is constant, i. e., the thickness of the light sheet, the number of scattered photons depends
on the time the particles need to pass the light sheet, i. e., their velocity. From this and the
scattering probability as a function of particle size, from Mie theory, we can correlate the number
of photons, i. e., the scattered light intensity, recorded per particle with its velocity. We assumed a
particle size-distribution of 220± 17 nm as specified by the manufacturers. This results in a velocity
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Figure 3.3: (a) Maximum particle flux as a function of the distance from the ALS, vertical bars
represent the standard errors. (b) Velocity distributions measured at distances of 4 mm
(black) and 8 mm (blue) from the ALS. (c) Mean of the velocity distribution depending
on the distance from the injector.

probability distribution for every single measured particle. The velocity distribution of all particles
measured at a certain distance from the ALS exit is the sum of the individual velocity probability
distributions, see Figure 3.3 b. At 4 mm (black curve) downstream the ALS exit, the velocity
distribution is centered around 122 m/s and the FWHM is 49 m/s. At 8 mm (blue curve) the mean
velocity is 151 m/s with a FWHM of 66 m/s. Figure 3.3 c shows the mean velocity of the particle
stream as a function of distance to the ALS exit. Both, mean velocity and the width of the velocity
distribution increased with distance from the ALS exit, consistent with recent observations [80].
We ascribe the increasing velocity to acceleration by the helium gas co-emerging from the ALS,
hinting at the need to correlate this acceleration with measurements of the gas density [88] in
future work. The observed velocities above 100 m/s show that the particles are fast enough to
clear the interaction region with an x-ray beam in a typical single-particle imaging experiment in
between two pulses, assuming a µm beam size, including tails, and the 4.4 MHz repetition rate of
the EuXFEL [91].

3.4 Conclusion

Light-sheet imaging (LSI) provides a non-destructive measurement technique for transverse nanoparticle-
beam profiles. It is general and applicable to beams from any gas-phase nanoparticle-beam injector.
Here, we characterized a nanoparticle beam generated from an aerodynamic lens stack. A light sheet
with a thickness comparable to the depth of view of the used microscope objective was generated
using cylindrical lenses. The scattered light from the nanoparticles was collected and utilized to
determine the particle positions in order to measure the transverse beam profile and the absolute
particle flux. The number of collected scattered photons was used for determining the velocity of
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the nanoparticles.
In current single-particle diffractive-imaging experiments, the initial particle concentration in

solution is in the order of 1014 particles/ml, which increases the maximum particle flux in our
experiment to ∼107 particles/µm2/s, corresponding to ∼104 particles/µm2/frame at 1 ms exposure
time. In this case, an in situ characterization would be enabled through limited effective illumination,
e. g., using a pulsed illumination scheme.

Future single-particle diffractive-imaging experiments on biological molecules, with particle
sizes of ∼10 nm, require the benchmarking of ALSs for such small particle sizes. The use of
light-sheet imaging for such small particles requires increased laser powers. In our specific setup,
e. g., with a 5 W green laser, the detection of particles is limited to particles down to ∼100 nm
to be distinguishable from noise. The detection of smaller particles, e. g., 10 nm proteins with
typical velocities from an ALS of ∼100 m/s, a cw laser power of 54 MW would be necessary, which
is practically infeasible [92]. However, the sizes of these small particles sizes are typically more
precisely known a priori and pulsed illumination, enabling such strong peak intensities, mimicking
or even sub-sampling the XFEL temporal pulse profiles would provide equivalent information. This
could still be feasible with standard laser technology routinely available at XFEL facilities.
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Chapter 4

Geometry optimization of
aerodynamic-lens stack injectors1

Single-particle x-ray diffractive imaging (SPI) of small (bio-)nanoparticles (NPs) requires optimized
injectors to collect sufficient diffraction patterns to allow for the reconstruction of the NP structure
with high resolution. Typically, aerodynamic-lens-stack injectors are used for NP injection. However,
current injectors were developed for larger NPs (> 100 nm) and their ability to generate high-density
NP beams suffers with decreasing NP size. Here, an aerodynamic-lens-stack injector with variable
geometry and a geometry-optimization procedure are presented. The optimization for 50 nm
gold-NP (AuNP) injection using a numerical simulation infrastructure capable of calculating the
carrier gas flow and the particle trajectories through the injector is introduced. The simulations
were experimentally validated using spherical AuNPs and sucrose NPs. In addition, the optimized
injector was compared to the standard-installation “Uppsala-injector” for AuNPs and results for
these heavy particles showed a shift in the particle-beam focus position rather than a change in beam
size, which results in a lower gas background for the optimized injector. Optimized aerodynamic-lens
stack injectors will allow to increase NP beam density, reduce the gas background, discover the
limits of current injectors, and contribute to structure determination of small NPs using SPI.

4.1 Introduction

Simulations predicted the possibility of deriving high-resolution structures of biological macro-
molecules using x-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) [7]. The ultra-short and extremely bright
pulses of coherent x-rays provided by free-electron lasers (FELs) can outrun radiation damage
processes before the particle has time to structurally respond and eventually be destroyed by the
deposited energy [93]. Thus, the single-particle diffractive imaging (SPI) method at XFELs can be
used to elucidate the structure of biological molecules [25, 26] without the need of highly ordered
crystalline sample. SPI allows to retrieve the three-dimensional (3D) structure of biomolecules
by reconstruction from a large number of two dimensional diffraction patterns, assembled into a
3D diffraction volume, requiring a high probability of an x-ray pulse interacting with an injected
particle [28–30, 32]. High-density particle beams with ideally one particle per pulse and focus
volume are generated to use both, x-rays and sample, efficiently. However, for the atomic resolution,

1This chapter is based on the publication: L. Worbs, N. Roth, J. Lübke, A. D. Estillore, L. X. Paulraj,
A. K. Samanta, and J. Küpper, "Optimizing the geometry of aerodynamic-lens stack injectors for single-particle
diffractive imaging", J. Appl. Cryst. 54(6), 1730-1737 (2021) [56]. I contributed to the optimization procedure
and ran the simulations based on an existing code. I contributed to the experimental implementation, recorded the
data, analyzed the data, prepared figures for the manuscript, wrote the first draft and updated the manuscript in
discussion with all authors.
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∼ 100 pm, reconstruction of a protein, 105 to 106 diffraction patterns need to be collected [27].

Delivery of high-density single-particle beams was demonstrated using aerodynamic-lens stacks
(ALS) to generate focused beams of aerosolized particles from ambient conditions into vacuum [25, 70].
An ALS contains sets of thin apertures to manipulate the particles’ lateral spatial distribution before
it exits through the last aperture into vacuum. Aerodynamic lenses enable successive contractions
of a flowing particle beam and provide focusing to high particle densities for wide range of particle
sizes [87, 94]. Before adaption for SPI, they were mainly used in aerosol mass spectrometry to
ensure a high transmission for a large particle size range [95]. A widely used injection system
for SPI is the so-called “Uppsala injector”, which usually contains an ALS (TSI AFL100), which
can deliver collimated or focused beams for a range of particle sizes, e. g., 0.1–3 µm [42]. It was
successfully used in various experiments at XFELs facilities and showed injection of 30 nm to 1 µm
particles [31, 41, 42, 44, 61]. A recent experiment performed at EuXFEL showed the successful
collection of more than 10 million diffraction patterns from single gold nanoparticles using this
injector and shows the opportunities provided by careful sample preparation and injection [32].

However, currently sample injection and beam formation is the bottleneck of collecting large
data sets of small bio-particle diffraction patterns and injection schemes have to be modified
accordingly [34]. The geometry of the AFL100 is fixed, typically such that it can deliver particle-
beams for a broad size range. The remaining parameter for tunability of the particle-beam’s focus
size during an experiment is the inlet pressure before the ALS [80]. To circumvent the increase
of inlet pressure to generate a smaller particle-beam focus and thus an increase of pressure in the
experimental chamber, we designed and used a new particle injector with variable geometry, as
shown in Figure 4.1, i. e., the inner tube diameter and the aperture diameter can be changed [45, 46]
to produce the highest particle-beam density for a given particle size. In addition, the speed of
the particles is important in SPI experiments. It should be as slow as possible to increase the
particle-beam density and thus hit rate, but with increasing repetition rates at XFEL facilities the
particle speed has to be sufficiently fast to avoid interaction of NPs with two x-ray pulses. For the
full repetition rate of 4.5 MHz at EuXFEL [17] and an x-ray focus size of 2 µm, the particle speed
has to exceed 10 m/s to enter the interaction region without interacting with the previous pulse,
which can damage or scatter off the sample already.

Here, we present the geometry optimization for aerosolized spherical gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
of 50 nm diameter at typical inlet conditions for SPI experiments, based on the generated particle-
beam properties. The numerical simulation infrastructure used is presented elsewhere [46, 86]. To
validate our simulation results, we compare them with experimental data for both AuNPs and sucrose
spheres. AuNPs, when synthesized and prepared well, show a narrow size distribution similar to
bio-particles and are therefore good benchmark samples for sizing and focusing experiments. AuNPs
have a high scattering power that results in high detection efficiencies both in in-laboratory detection
methods [55, 59] and in x-ray diffractive imaging, making it a useful sample for benchmarking
data analysis and structure determination methods [32]. Furthermore, AuNPs exhibit distinct
physical and chemical properties with potential applications ranging from quantum electronics
to biomedicine and potential drug delivery systems [96, 97]. Sucrose particles are often used at
XFEL facilities for alignment in commissioning and startup experiments [31, 61], as the number
density of the generated sucrose spheres is high and the particle beam can be observed easily while
aligning the injector to the x-ray beam. Most importantly, the mass density of sucrose NPs, and
thus their focusing behavior, is comparable to biological matter, rendering them a good prototypical
benchmark system for bio-nanoparticles.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the ALS geometry, which is cylindrically symmetric about the dashed line.
Carrier gas flows from left to right. The black solid line is the 2D geometry used for
the simulations, consisting of five aperture and tube pieces. The inner radius (Rn) of
the tube as well as the lens aperture radius (rn) can be changed individually [45]; see
text for details.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Geometry optimization

Simulations of the ALS were performed as follows: First, we calculated the flow field of the
carrier gas inside a given 2D cylindrically symmetric geometry using a finite-element solver for the
Navier-Stokes equations [82]. The flow field was calculated within the ALS geometry and extended
after the exit with a quarter-circle with the radius of the last aperture serving as gas-expansion
region of the vacuum chamber as shown in Figure 4.1. The carrier gas was assumed to be nitrogen,
as the particles were aerosolized using electrospray ionization (ESI), where the used gas mixture
consists of ≈ 90 % nitrogen and ≈ 10 % CO2. As boundary conditions for the flow field we used
mass-flow conservation of 13 mg/min as inlet condition and a pressure of 10−4 mbar at the end
of the flow field along the semi-circle. These values were experimentally used in a previous SPI
experiment [45]. The limit of the mass-flow inlet is given by the pressure limits in the interaction
chamber of SPI endstations, which typically require p < 10−5 . . . 10−4 mbar depending on the gas
type. Additional flow field calculations were performed using the inlet pressure as a boundary
condition. Second, the trajectories of 100,000 particles for a given flow field were calculated with a
homebuilt Python particle-tracing code [46]; see also the meanwhile publicly available code [86].
This particle-tracing code assumes spherical particles. As most small bio-particles are non-spherical,
future particle-tracing codes will have to take the particle shape into account [98]. Particles were
introduced into the flow field with a uniform radial distribution covering the diameter of the first
tube piece. We assumed the particles’ velocity to be equal to the flow field values. We simulated
trajectories of 50 nm diameter spherical particles with a density of 19.32 g/cm3, corresponding
to the bulk density of gold. Transmitted particles were propagated further with their terminal
speeds at the border of the flow field. Then, we determined the width of the resulting particle
beam depending on the distance from the ALS exit, i. e., the last aperture. Beam widths d70 were
specified as the diameter where 70 % of the particles were in; d70 is a useful and robust metric as it
is independent of the actual beam shape. Nevertheless, outside of the ALS all simulated particle
beams showed a peak-like radial distribution with the maximum of the particle density in the center
(r = 0 mm).

The ALS consists of n = 5 aperture/tube pieces stacked onto another, see Figure 4.1. The lens
aperture radius rn and the inner tube radius Rn can easily be adjusted. In our ALS, the aperture
radius can be chosen from 0.75 mm to 5 mm in 0.25 mm steps. The lens apertures are interchangeable.
The inner tube diameter could be chosen from parts with radius 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.5, 8, 10 mm, which
were available in stock; in principle, any size would be possible. The inner diameter of the tubes is
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the experimental setup for the characterization of nanoparticle beams.
The aerosol passed a skimmer assembly to remove most of the carrier gas and the
particles were focused using an ALS and entered the main vacuum chamber, where the
particle beam was crossed by a laser beam. The light scattered off the particles was
collected using a camera-based microscope system [55, 59].

adjusted by adding an additional tube into the standard 10 mm diameter pieces. The length of the
tubes would be possible optimization parameter, which was fixed in the current study to avoid the
added dimensions and complexity in the fit.

As the variety corresponds to more than 7× 1010 combinations we approached the optimization
as follows: Our optimization procedure was performed iteratively from the exit to the entrance of
the ALS, as the last aperture radius (r4) largely determines the focus position and size of the particle
beam [99]. We started the optimization in the last piece of the ALS, r4 and R4. The particles
were introduced into the flow field with a uniform radial distribution covering rinitital = 0.02 mm,
mimicking that the lenses before already prefocused the particle beam. The initial particle velocity
was set equal to the flow fields speed. The best r4 and R4 combination fulfills the following condition:
The transmission was > 90 %, the focus was at z > 4 mm to suppress background scattering from
the housing of the ALS, and it resulted in the smallest beam diameter. With this optimized r4
and R4 combination we then optimized r3 and R3 for the same requirements of the particle beam,
and this was subsequently iterated for all lenses with increasing initial radial distribution of the
particles, i. e., 0.02 mm for piece 4 and 3, 0.5 mm for piece 2, 1 mm for piece 1, and the whole
radius of the lens filled before the first aperture. This optimization procedure reduces the efforts to
160 combinations per lens and < 1000 overall.

In addition, we performed simulations using the “lens calculator” [72] with similar input values
for particle and flow specifications to compare the result to our optimized geometry. Details on
these simulations are given in the supplementary information.

4.2.2 Experimental setup

We measured the particle-beam evolution of AuNPs from the optimized ALS geometry. The
schematic of our experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.2. It consists of four main parts: an
aerosolization chamber, a differentially pumped transport tube, the ALS system for particle-beam
formation, and the detection region for visualization of the particle beam. To generate isolated test
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Figure 4.3: Optimized ALS geometry. Tube and aperture radii are specified above the device and
the corresponding nitrogen-gas flow-field for the injection of 50 nm AuNPs at 13 mg/min
mass flow is depicted in false color. Representative (calculated) particle trajectories are
shown by black lines, with gas and particle flow direction from left to right. A clear
focusing effect of the different parts of the ALS can be observed through the radial
narrowing of the set of particle trajectories.

particles from the liquid sample, we injected spherical AuNPs with a diameter of (27± 2.25) nm in
5 mM ammonium acetate (AmAc) with a concentration of 1011 particles/ml and a 2 % sucrose
solution in 20 mM AmAc using a commercial electrospray (TSI Advanced Electrospray 3482). The
aerosolized nanoparticles passed through a differentially pumped skimmer assembly for pressure
reduction. The particles were focused into the detection chamber using the ALS. The pressure
above the entrance of the the ALS was 1.8 mbar (Pfeiffer Vacuum CMR 361). In the main chamber,
the pressure was kept at 2.5× 10−4 mbar. The ALS is mounted on a motorized xyz-manipulator
to perform height scans and measure the particle-beam evolution.

Particles were detected using a side-view illumination scheme [59]. A Nd:YAG laser (Innolas
SpitLight, 532 nm, pulse duration 11.5 ns, pulse energy up to 240 mJ at 532 nm, 20 Hz repetition
rate) was focused into the center of the vacuum chamber intersecting the particle beam. The
light scattered off the particles was collected using a camera-based microscope system [55, 59]
consisting of a long working-distance objective (Edmund Optics, 5× magnification, numerical
aperture Na = 0.14, working distance d = 34 mm, depth of field 14 µm) and a high-efficiency
sCMOS camera (Photometrics PrimeB95, quantum efficiency 0.95 at 532 nm, 1200× 1200 pixels).
This microscope yields a nominal resolution of 0.54 pixel/µm. Images were collected with a 1 ms
exposure time synchronized to the laser at 20 Hz such that every frame covered one laser pulse. For
every distance of the ALS and the laser, we recorded 10000 images for the AuNP sample and 2000
images for the sucrose sample. We determined the positions of the particles by analyzing the images
using a centroiding algorithm based on Hessian blob-finding [81]. The particles’ positions were
converted into a 2D histogram, see supporting information for details. The width of the particle
beam is determined from the projection of the particle beam onto the laser propagation axis. The
beam diameter is shown as d70.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Particle-beam evolution curves of the optimized injector for 50 nm AuNPs at different
gas-mass flows. The width of the particle beam was determined as d70. With increasing
mass flow and thus pressure before the ALS, the particle-beam focus becomes harder,
i. e., it moves closer to the ALS exit and gets smaller. (b) Particle-beam evolution
curve of the optimized injector for different AuNP sizes at 13 mg/min mass flow. With
increasing particle size, the particle-beam focus decreases and moves further away from
the ALS. The convergence increases with decreasing particle size.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Optimization and simulation results

The optimization process resulted in one final geometry which produced a particle beam to our
specifications. The resulting optimized-lens-stack geometry is shown in Figure 4.3. From entrance
to exit, the lens-tube and aperture radii are first increasing, then decreasing. The smallest lens
tube radius and aperture radius are obtained for the last lens piece. Values are given next to the
geometry. The velocity-flow field for 13 mg/min mass flow and particle trajectories for 50 nm
AuNPs at different inlet positions (black solid lines) are shown in Figure 4.3, demonstrating a clear
focusing effect of the ALS.

For this optimized injector we calculated the Stokes numbers for all the apertures and tubes
and they are very close to the optimal Stokes number for the pressure range we are working in, see
Supplementary information Table 2 for details.

For this ALS geometry, the 50 nm AuNP beam focused at a distance of 5.8 mm from the ALS
exit with a particle-beam width of of 33 µm (d70). The particle-beam evolution for 13 mg/min mass
flow is shown in Figure 4.4 a as the cyan curve. The particle-beam evolution is shown as the beam
width (d70) depending on the distance z from the ALS exit. We simulated the focusing behavior
for different mass flow conditions between 10 and 50 mg/min. With increasing mass flow, the focus
shifted closer to the exit of the ALS and the focus size decreased. At 50 mg/min mass flow, the
particle-beam focus size decreased to 13 µm at a distance of 3.2 mm. Similar behavior has been
shown experimentally for the “Uppsala-injector” [80]. Therefore, working at higher mass flow is
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Figure 4.5: (a) Experimental particle-beam size evolution for (27±2.25) nm AuNPs (black dashed
line). Simulated beam evolution is shown for 27 nm (black solid line) with the spread of
the beam diameter due to the size distribution of±2.25 nm (grey area). (b) Experimental
particle-beam size evolution for sucrose spheres (black). The experimental data agrees
reasonably well with a simulated particle size of 80 nm (dark red).

desired, but it will increase the amount of gas introduced into the interaction chamber and result in
a higher pressure and thus a higher gas-scattering background in diffractive imaging experiments.

At 13 mg/min mass flow the AuNPs exiting from the optimized ALS had a mean velocity of
29 m/s. Mean velocities and beam diameter values for different flow conditions are given in the
supporting information. The behavior of the ALS optimized for 50 nm AuNPs was compared to
smaller and larger diameters of the AuNPs as shown in Figure 4.4 b. For smaller AuNPs the focus
moved closer to the ALS and was larger, whereas bigger particles were focused further away and
showed a smaller focus size. An interesting feature observed was the change of the convergence
depending on the particle size: The smaller the particles were, the larger the convergence became.
A precise positioning for small particles becomes necessary to meet the particle-beam focus. This
change of the convergence is due to the larger momentum of larger particles interacting with the
gas flow field.

The optimized geometry obtained using the “lens calculator” [72] is shown in Figure S3 in the
supplementary information. All aperture and tube radii were larger than in our geometry and this
ALS produced a particle-beam width of 817 µm at 5 mm, i.e., it resulted in a much larger particle
beam with correspondingly strongly reduced density compared to our fully optimized geometry.

4.3.2 Experimental results

We measured particle-beam evolution curves of AuNPs and sucrose particles. The AuNP data with
standard errors is shown in Figure 4.5 a as beam diameter (d70) depending on the distance from the
injector exit, along with simulations for the particle size of (27± 2.25) nm using the experimentally
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Figure 4.6: Simulated particle-beam evolution curves of 50 nm AuNPs exiting from the “Uppsala-
injector” (dashed lines) for different mass flow conditions in comparison to the corre-
sponding focusing curves from our optimized injector (solid lines).

measured inlet pressure of 1.8 mbar above the ALS. The experimental and simulated particle-beam
diameters agree well, especially at and after the focus of the particle beam. Some deviations
are observed before the focus, where the simulation overestimates the beam diameter, e. g., by a
factor of ∼ 1.5 at z = 1.4 mm. However, the most relevant parameters for SPI experiments, the
focus position and focus size, are in excellent agreement between experiment and simulation. The
same experiment is repeated for a 2 % sucrose solution to generate spherical sucrose particles in
the electrospray process with a broad size distribution around 80 nm, shown in the supporting
information. The sucrose-particle-beam evolution is shown in Figure 4.5 b with standard errors
(black) and compared to simulations for different sizes of sucrose spheres (ρ = 1.59 g/cm3). Overall,
the experimental data is described well by the simulation for 80 nm sucrose spheres. Similar to the
AuNP data, the simulation agrees well with our data after the focus, although before the focus
the simulation deviates by a factor of ∼ 1.6 at z = 0.8 mm. This mismatch is partly due to the
broad experimental size distribution, i. e., the experimental data does not correspond to a single
particle-size simulation.

4.3.3 “Uppsala-injector” simulation

The “Uppsala-injector” (AFL100) was introduced before and used in various experiments at
XFELs [31, 41, 42, 61]. We simulated its focusing of 50 nm AuNPs and compared it to our
optimized ALS.

The beam evolution curves for 50 nm AuNPs at different mass flow conditions for this injector
are shown in Figure 4.6 (dashed lines), along with the focusing curves for our optimized injector
(solid lines). The simulated transmission of 50 nm AuNPs through both injectors was above 90 %,
i. e., at 13 mg/min mass flow the transmission was 91.9 % for the AFL100 and 93.4 % for our
optimized injector. At the same mass flow the AFL100 showed slightly smaller mean velocities of
the exiting particles than our optimized injector. As an example, at 13 mg/min mass flow, 50 nm
AuNPs exiting the “Uppsala-injector” showed a mean velocity of 27 m/s. In comparison, particles
in our injector reached a velocity of 29 m/s. A detailed list of velocities depending on mass flow is
shown in the supporting information.
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4.4 Discussion

Our simulations show that the focus size is comparable for both injectors, but the difference is in
the focus position and the convergence. Our injector focuses the particles further downstream and
the focusing is not as hard as for the AFL100. Generating a focused particle beam further away
from the injector exit has the advantage of a lower background from the nitrogen and CO2 gas.
Light gas diverges fast from the exit of the ALS into the vacuum chamber.

The focus position of the AFL100 is closer to the injector exit and can cause problems when
using smaller particles and particles with smaller density, such as bio-particles: The smaller and
lighter the particles the closer the focus position. As an example, simulations for 10 nm AuNPs at
13 mg/min nitrogen mass flow for the AFL100 showed that the focus position moves very close to
the ALS exit, below z = 1.5 mm, and the transmission is reduced to 59 %. Our 50 nm-optimized
injector still shows a transmission of 79 % for those particles and a focus position > z = 2 mm,
see the supporting information for details. The same behavior holds for the particle density: The
lower the particle density (biomolecules), the closer the particle-beam focus becomes. For isolated
proteins, it is almost impossible to focus the particle beam with these injectors. In this case,
an appropriate geometry optimization could result in a geometry that focused the particle beam
further away from the injector exit. In addition, the particle transmission for a 10 nm bio-particle
would decrease due to lower density compared to the density of AuNP, which is around 20 times
larger. Lower particle density increases Brownian motion for the same size and therefore, decreases
particle transmission though the ALS for bio-particles. This could be mitigated by lowering the
temperature [54], if compatible with the envisioned study.

4.5 Conclusion

We presented an optimization procedure of an ALS for 50 nm AuNPs using our previously developed
computer-simulation framework for ALS injectors [46, 86] including the results of this optimization.
We experimentally benchmarked the optimized geometry for beams of spherical gold and sucrose
nanoparticles. Both particle-beam-evolution curves are in good agreement with the simulations. This
validates our simulation framework, which can be used to get further insight into the fluid-dynamics
focusing process and to develop optimized particle injectors for different sizes and materials, as well
as for different experimental conditions, such as inlet pressure and gas type.

We compared our optimized injector to the widely used AFL100 “Uppsala-injector” for 50 nm
AuNPs. Both injectors create a focused particle beam for different inlet mass flow conditions, and
the main difference is observed in the particle-beam focus position, which for our optimized injector
is further downstream, which reduces the carrier gas background at the focus and will be greatly
beneficial for x-ray diffractive imaging, especially of small bio-particles that exhibit only small
scattering signals.

Our variable injector geometry allows us to vary the particle-beam focus independent from the
inlet pressure by varying the geometry and thus keeping the pressure after the injector, i. e., in
the x-ray interaction region, constant. Generating high-quality particle beams of nanoparticles
does not only allow for structure determination by an increased number of collected diffraction
patterns, but in addition it open the field of time-resolved imaging of nanoparticle dynamics in
future pump-probe-type experiments at XFELs.
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Chapter 5

Small nanoparticle beams from
aerodynamic lens stacks1

High-resolution imaging of isolated nanoparticles and proteins can be achieved using ultra-bright
femtosecond x-ray pulses generated from x-ray free-electron lasers. Current bottleneck in imaging
proteins and small nanoparticles is sample injection. To deliver focused or collimated nanoparticle
beams for single-particle diffractive imaging, aerodynamic lens stack injectors are used. However,
extending the use of aerodynamic lens stack injectors to particle sizes below 40 nm has been limited
by in-lab particle-beam detection methods and also by the limited understanding of the particle-
beam formation for small nanoparticles. We present experimental and simulated particle-beam
profiles for polystyrene spheres down to 25 nm diameter. We observe an unexpected focus-shift
away from the injector exit with increasing pressure. Using simulated phase-space distributions, we
explain the opposing focus shift for large (>40 nm) and small (<40 nm) nanoparticles. Furthermore,
we extend our simulations to 10 nm protein-like nanoparticles, showing the particle-beam evolution
curves with increasing injector pressure. Our results highlight the use of extended flow-fields outside
the aerodynamic lens stack in the simulations and improves understanding of the particle-beam
formation from aerodynamic lens stack injectors.

5.1 Introduction

Studying the structure and dynamics of isolated (bio-) nanoparticles without the need for crystal-
lization opens the door to a wide range of structural imaging. Imaging of isolated particles with
x-ray radiation is referred to as single-particle x-ray diffractive imaging (SPI). Aerodynamic lens
stack (ALS) injectors are used at x-ray free-electron-laser (XFEL) facilities to provide focused
or collimated nanoparticle beams for SPI experiments [28, 32, 41, 42]. ALS injectors consist of
a set of orifices that manipulate the aerosol particle trajectories, resulting in a particle-beam
formation [71, 87, 94]. With the computational prediction of diffraction-before-destruction, the
concept of SPI experiments and structure determination of isolated (biological) particles, such
as proteins, and studying their dynamics upon excitation became reality [7, 25, 26]. Recent SPI
experiments included imaging of gold nanostructures [32], sucrose nanoparticles [31], Mimivirus [28],
Melbourne virus [29] or Coliphage PR772 virus [30].

On the way toward the imaging of smaller nanoparticles, sample injection and particle-beam
formation for small (<40 nm) particles is a major bottleneck [34].

1This chapter will be submitted to J. Phys. Chem. C for publication [57]. I performed the simulations and
analyzed the simulated data. I recorded the data, analyzed the data and prepared the figures for the manuscript. I
wrote the first draft and updated the manuscript in discussion with all authors.
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ALS injectors were successfully used for even larger (>100 nm) nanoparticles and recent studies
showed a decrease in performance, i. e., transmission and particle-beam focus size and position
with decreasing particle size [34, 56, 80]. Continuous effort was made for improvements on the
injection system, e. g. by changing the aerosolization method [61], setting up simulations for the
particle-trajectories through the ALS system [46, 86], developing a fast-exchange ALS injector [45],
optimizing the ALS geometry for specific particle species [56], and laboratory-based characterization
methods for the particle-beams, determining the longitudinal or transverse particle-beam profile,
determine the particles’ speed and gas background [55, 80, 88]. Laboratory-based characterization
of small nanoparticle beams using optical scattering is mainly limited by low optical detection
signal. The number of scattered photons depends linearly on the number of incoming photons, but
inversely to the power of six on the particle diameter [79]. Therefore, high-power lasers and a clean
background are needed for optical-light-scattering detection of such small nanoparticles.

Past experimental studies on 70–200 nm diameter polystyrene (PS) spheres showed both,
a movement of the particle-beam focus toward the injector exit and a decrease in focus size,
with increasing injector pressure [80]. Similar behavior was observed in simulations on gold
nanoparticles [56]. The same studies showed a movement of the particle-beam focus toward
the injector exit and an increasing particle-beam focus size with decreasing particle diameter.
Extrapolating the behavior toward single proteins (d<10 nm) or even larger protein complexes
(d<30 nm) painted a dark picture on the future of SPI using ALS injectors. These predictions
suggested that any reasonable-size focus of such particle beams would move too close to the ALS
injector tip, strongly increasing the likelihood of unwanted background scattering on the already
increasingly weaker signals.

Here, we present experimental results and simulations on particle beams from polystyrene
spheres down to 25 nm diameter. We disentangled the dependence of the particle-beam width
evolution on the injector pressure for 69, 42 and 25 nm PS spheres. In contrast to the larger PS
spheres, we observed a shift of the particle-beam focus position away from the injector exit with
increasing pressure for 25 nm. Simulations supported these measurements and we could explain
the effect through phase-space distributions and the extension of the carrier-gas flow field outside
the injector exit in the simulations. Additionally, we present particle-beam simulations for 10 nm
protein-like nanoparticles and the injector pressure dependence. We observed the same shift of the
particle-beam focus position away from the ALS exit with increasing inlet pressure. Our findings
clearly show the applicability of ALS injectors even for small single nanoparticles with optimized
injector pressure conditions for SPI experiments and improve the understanding of the particle-beam
formation from ALS injectors.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Experimental setup and data evaluation

The particle-beam evolution, i. e., the beam diameter depending on the distance from the ALS
injector, of aerosolized nanoparticles were measured using a setup described elsewhere [56]. PS
were aerosolized from solution using an electrospray (TSI 3482). Excess nitrogen and CO2 gas
were removed using a double-skimmer assembly and particles were focused using an ALS [45]. Gas
pressures in the injector were PS size dependent and in the range of 0.2. . . 2.4 mbar. Individual
nanoparticles were imaged using a camera-based microscope to record a longitudinal particle-beam
profile at different distances from the ALS exit. Improvements on the setup included a post-sample
aperture to reduce stray light from the metallic parts, e. g. the ALS, inside the vacuum chamber,
adjustable pumping in both skimmer stages to control the injector pressure and a modified injector
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Figure 5.1: Determining the particle-beam focus position, zfocus, depending on the particle coordi-
nates at the ALS exit (z = 0). Assuming no particle-field interaction, the focus position
is only depending on the angle of the velocity vector at z = 0.

exit, which allowed for measurements of the particle-beam width at 1 mm injector distance. All
modifications are described in detail in the supplementary material, see Figure S1. Three different
PS samples with sizes of (25±4) nm (Thermo-Fischer), (42±0.5) nm (Polysciences) and (69±10) nm
(Polysciences) with a number concentration of 2.7 · 1013 particles/ml (25 nm), 1.5 · 1012 particles/ml
(42 nm) and 2.9 · 1011 particles/ml (69 nm). Liquid flow rates were 400 nl/min, 400 nl/min and
650 nl/min, respectively. We collected a total number of 30,000 (25) and 15,000 (42 and 69 nm)
camera frames per distance from the injector.

From the camera frames the particle positions were obtained in the plane determined by the
particle beam direction z and the laser beam direction x. The resulting two-dimensional (2D)
histogram of particle positions was projected onto the laser propagation axis and fitted by a
Gaussian distribution function. All measured 1D particle beam distributions had Gaussian-like
shapes, see supplementary material, Figure S2. From the fit the width of the particle beam was
determined as full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) depending on the distance from the injector.
The focus position of the particle beam was taken from a Gaussian beam propagation function w(z)

fit to the experimental data FWHM(z). w(z) is defined as

w(z) = w0

√
1 +

(
z − z0
zR

)2

(5.1)

with the FWHM of the particle beam w, the beam waist w0, the distance from the injector z, the
focus position z0, and the Rayleigh length zR. A Gaussian beam propagation function has shown
good agreement with the particle-beam evolution [80].

5.2.2 Simulations and simulated data evaluation

Particle-beam simulations were performed using the software package CMInject [86]. For every
pressure and size, 104 particles were simulated with an initial velocity of ~vinit = (0, 10) m/s and an
initial Gaussian transverse position distribution centered around r = 0 with a FWHM of 2.355 mm.
For simulations of polystyrene spheres the particle density was set to 1050 kg/m3 and the particle
diameters were set to 25, 42 and 69 nm. For simulations of protein-like particles, the particle
density was set to 1400 kg/m3 and the particle diameter was set to 10 nm, corresponding to larger
proteins. In all calculations, Brownian motion was included. The CMInject detector feature, with
detectors placed at various different distances from the injector exit, was used for evaluation of
the particle-trajectory data. The 2D cylindrically symmetric flow field of the nitrogen gas was
calculated using a finite-element solver for the Navier-Stokes equations [82]. Aperture and tube
diameters were the same as in earlier work [56], but included the modified tip in the flow field
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geometry, see section 1 in the supplementary material. The flow field was extended after the last
aperture with a 5 mm long and 2 mm wide cone at the end of the flow field. Pressure was used as
inlet condition and flow fields were calculated for inlet pressures from 0.2 . . . 2.5 mbar in 0.1 mbar
steps.

The results of the simulations at different detectors were a set of coordinates (r, z, vr, vz) at
different z-distances for each individual particle, with their radial position r, longitudinal position z,
with z > 0 outside the ALS and z < 0 inside the ALS, the radial velocity vr and the axial velocity
vz.

To determine the focus position of the simulated particle beam two different approaches were
used: Method 1 used the particle coordinates at the ALS exit (z = 0): r(z = 0) = r0, z = 0, vr, vz.
In a non-interacting approximation, the particles will propagate outside the ALS with unchanged vr
and vz. The particle position was calculated according to Figure 5.1. If one particle is considered,
the focus position is equal to the z position the particle crosses the center line, which is determined
by the angle of ~v with the center line. The focus position can be expressed as

zfocus =
r0 · vz
vr

. (5.2)

For multiple particles, the distribution for zfocus showed a Gaussian distribution and the focus
position was determined as the center of the Gaussian fit.

Method 2 included all detectors placed in the extended flow field after the ALS exit and up to
10 mm outside the ALS, thus encluding particle-gas interaction. At each detector, the particle-beam
width as FWHM of the the Gaussian beam profile was determined. A Gaussian beam evolution
function to the simulated data FWHM(z) was fitted similar to the experimental data evaluation.
The focus position is z0 of the Gaussian beam propagation function fit.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Experimental results

Particle-beam evolution curves for three PS sizes at different injector pressures were measured.
On average, the particle hit rates were 0.12 . . . 0.49 particles/frame for 69 nm, 0.07 . . . 0.17 par-
ticles/frame for 42 nm and 0.021 . . . 0.024 particles/frame for the 25 nm PS sample, depending
on beam diameter and injector pressure. For 69 and 42 nm the detection rates were higher at
lower injector pressure, whereas higher detection rates for the smaller 25 nm sample were observed
at higher injector pressure. The 1D particle-beam profiles showed a Gaussian distribution, see
supplementary material, Figure S2. fThe particle-beam evolution curves, i. e., the FWHM of the
Gaussian distribution determined by a Gaussian fit depending on the distance from the injector for
all three particle sizes at high (red) and low (black) injector pressures are shown in Figure 5.2. The
error estimates shown on the experimental data correspond to one standard deviation (1σ) and
the dashed line is a fit using a Gaussian beam propagation function, (5.1). Figure 5.2 a shows the
results for 69 nm. At low injector pressure (0.2 mbar), the particle-beam focus was determined
at z0 = 3.0 mm with a FWHM of w0 = 68 µm. At 1.8 mbar injector pressure, the focus position
moved closer to the injector exit, z0 = 1.44 mm and the focus width decreased to w0 = 15 µm.
Similar behavior was observed for 42 nm PS particles as shown in Figure 5.2 b: Increasing the
injector pressure resulted in a smaller particle-beam width and a shift of the particle-beam focus
toward the injector exit.

Figure 5.2 c shows the results for the particle-beam width when injecting 25 nm PS particles.
Here, we observed a quite different behavior. At low pressure (0.55 mbar), the particle-beam focus
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Figure 5.2: Measured particle-beam evolution curves for (a) 69 nm, (b) 42 nm and (c) 25 nm PS
spheres for low (black) and high (red) injector pressures. Experimental values are given
with standard deviation. Dashed lines correspond to a Gaussian beam evolution fit.

was observed at z0 = 1.41 mm with a width of w0 = 67 µm and at high injector pressure (2.4 mbar)
the focus size decreased to w0 = 32 µm at a distance of z0 = 2.16 mm. The particle-beam focus
moved further away from the injector exit with increasing pressure.

For all particle sizes the particle-beam width decreased with increasing injector pressure.
Additionally, we measured the particle-beam evolution for intermediate injector pressures and
determined the focus position and focus width. All beam evolutions are shown in the supplementary
material, Figure S3 and the values are shown in Table 5.1. For comparison, we added the simulated
values for the focus sizes and widths. The values for the focus widths for 69 and 42 nm PS particles
agree nicely. For higher pressures we measured smaller particle-beam widths for 25 nm than
simulated. At 2.4 mbar injector pressure we measured 32(4) µm and simulated 54(1) µm. However,
the same trends are observed both in the experiment and the simulations: from 1.5 mbar to higher
pressure values, the focus width stayed constant. The measured focus position deviates from the
simulated values, but we observed the same trend: The simulations showed a shift of the focus
position further away from the injector exit with increasing pressure for 25 nm PS spheres.

5.3.2 Simulation results

We observed the shift in focus position further away from the injector exit for 25 nm PS spheres
with increasing injector pressure both in experiment and in simulations. All simulated particle-beam
evolution curves are shown in the supplementary information, Figure S5. To describe the shift we
took a closer look into the simulations and in particular the phase-space distributions.

The focus position is determined by the velocity vector ~v = (vr, vz) and the transverse position
r of the particle. In a simple picture without any interaction between the gas flow field and the
particles outside the injector, this vector determines the focus position and more general, its angle
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particle size (nm) pin (mbar) w0,exp (µm) w0,sim (µm) z0,exp (mm) z0,sim (mm)
69 0.2 77(2) 68(1) 3.00(3) 2.41(1)

0.6∗ 31(3) 26(1) 1.97(7) 1.76(1)
1.8 15(1) 14(1) 1.44(3) 1.55(1)

42 0.2 124(9) 106(2) 2.51(7) 1.93(1)
0.6∗ 40(4) 41(2) 1.72(5) 1.54(1)
1.8 23(3) 25(2) 1.49(5) 1.66(2)

25 0.6∗ 67(9) 72(7) 1.41(14) 1.54(4)
1.5 32(5) 49(1) 1.58(5) 1.81(1)
2.0 33(3) 51(2) 1.83(3) 2.23(2)
2.4 32(4) 54(1) 2.16(4) 2.67(2)

* exp. pressure 0.55 mbar

Table 5.1: Experimental and simulated values of the focus size w0 and the focus position w0 for
different particle sizes and injector pressures. Errors are given as standard deviation
of the Gaussian beam evolution fit to the data points. While the focus sizes fit quite
nicely, the focus position is deviating, one possible reason being the size distribution
and detection bias in the experiment.

Figure 5.3: (a) Simulated phase-space distributions vr/vz(r) at the exit of the ALS (z = 0 mm) for
69 nm (upper panel) and 25 nm (lower panel) at 0.4 mbar (left column) and 2.0 mbar
(right column) injector pressure. The blue line through the principle axis at 0.4 mbar
is shown in the right panel for visual comparison. The line through the principal axis
at 2.0 mbar is shown in red. For 69 nm, the absolute value of the ratio increases,
corresponding to a "steeper" focusing. For 25 nm, the absolute value of the ratio
decreases, corresponding to a "looser" focusing. (b) Simulated focus position for 25 and
69 nm depending on the injector pressure. The focus position was determined using
the phase-space values at the exit (method 1) and using the full simulation detectors
(method 2). All focus positions determined with method 2 showed larger focusing values
compared to method 1, indicating significant gas-particle interaction after the exit of
the ALS.
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Figure 5.4: Simulated particle-beam focus positions with method 2, taking the particle-gas interac-
tion after the ALS exit into account, depending on the Stokes number.

θ, see Figure 5.1. The angle θ can be expressed through the ratio of the transverse and longitudinal
velocity components.

First, we looked at the histogram of the velocity ratios vr/vz and its dependence on the transverse
coordinate r of the particles at the injector exit, z = 0. Figure 5.3 a shows the distributions for 69
(upper row) and 25 nm (lower row) PS spheres at 0.4 (left) and 2.0 mbar (right) injector pressure.
All distributions showed a maximum at (vr/vz, r) = (0, 0) and positive r had a negative velocity
ratio due to negative vr values. Negative vr corresponds to a transverse velocity toward the center
line r = 0 and thus, focusing of the particle beam. vz was always positive, see supplementary
material, Figure S6.

Both distributions changed with increasing injector pressure. For 69 nm, a smaller r space was
occupied and the absolute value of the ratio vr/vz increased. This results in a larger angle θ, which
results in a focus position closer to the injector exit. For better visualization of the change of vr/vz,
the blue line through the principal axis at 0.4 mbar is shown in the 2.0 mbar distributions, too.
The line through the principal axis of the distribution at 2.0 mbar is shown in red. For 25 nm,
the situation was the opposite: With increasing injector pressure, the absolute value of the ratio
vr/vz decreased, which results in a smaller angle θ and, therefore, in a focus position further away
from the injector exit. For 25 nm the occupied r space decreases with increasing injector pressure,
too. The separate vr phase-space distributions are shown in the supplementary material, Figure S6.
From the distributions vr(r) at z = 0, the focus position shift cannot be derived. The ratio vr/vz
has to be taken into consideration.

We transferred the change of θ, i. e., the changing ratio of vr/vz with changing injector pressure
into the focus position using (5.2), shown in Figure 5.3 b. Values for 69 nm, method 1, are shown
as black dots and the dashed line is a polynomial fit to guide the eye. With increasing injector
pressure, the focus position shifts closer to the injector exit from 0.2 to 1.4 mbar, stays at the same
position and starts to move away from the exit from 1.8 mbar on. For 25 nm PS spheres (red dots),
we observed a movement away from the ALS with increasing pressure only.

Additionally, we determined the focus position with method 2, taking the particle-gas interaction
after the exit and corresponding velocity changes into account. These values are shown in Figure 5.3 b
as squares with a solid line. The change of the focus position for the two particle sizes followed
the behavior observed with method 1. However, the values are generally larger, i. e., the focus
position is further away. We traced this shift back to the longitudinal velocity of the particles. The
particles are accelerated in the diverging gas-flow field after the exit of the injector. The highest
influence was observed for 25 nm PS spheres and the focus position at 2.5 mbar was the focus
position furthest away from the injector observed of the three particle sizes.

The Stokes number, defined in accordance with [72], is a dimensionless parameter that governs
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Figure 5.5: Simulated particle-beam evolution curves for spherical 10 nm protein-like nanoparticles
at different injector pressures. From 0.5 to 1.0 mbar, the particle-beam focus size
decreases. With higher pressures, the focus size increases. With increasing injector
pressure, the particle-beam focus position moves further away from the injector exit.

particle focusing in an ALS. All parameters for the Stokes number calculation could be extracted
from the flow field calculations. Figure 5.4 shows the simulated particle-beam focus position
determined with method 2 for the three particle sizes depending on the Stokes number. In all used
inlet pressure cases, the Stokes number is smaller than 1. For each particle size, the particle-beam
focus position depending on the Stokes number follows the same behavior: With increasing Stokes
number, the focus position decreases until a size-dependent critical Stokes number is reached and
the focus position starts increasing with increasing Stokes number. To our knowledge, this behavior
has not been shown before, as typical publications define the particle diameter at a fixed distance
rather than following the complete particle-beam evolution [71]. For higher Stokes numbers, only a
focus position shift towards the exit has been shown experimentally with increasing Stokes number
(0.8<St<2.1) [100] and using calculations in a hyperbolic nozzle (St>2.5) [99].

In addition to PS, we simulated the particle beam for spherical 10 nm protein-like nanoparticles
with a density of ρ = 1400 kg/m3. The particle-beam evolution for pressures from 0.5 . . . 2.5 mbar
in 0.5 mbar steps is shown in Figure 5.5 as FWHM of the particle beam depending on the injector
distance. All particle beams showed focusing behavior. The focus position moved further away
from the injector exit with increasing injector pressure. At 0.5 mbar, the focus position was at
1.5 mm, at 2.5 mbar, the focus position was at 4 mm. From 0.5 mbar to 1.0 mbar, the focus size
decreased from 240 µm to 189 µm. In contrast to the simulations shown above, the focus size
started to increase with injector pressures above 1.0 mbar, resulting in a particle-beam focus size
of 300 µm at 2.5 mbar injector pressure. The shift of the particle-beam focus position can again
be described by the ratio of transverse and longitudinal velocity vr/vz at the injector exit. The
increase of the particle-beam focus size with increasing pressure from 1.0 mbar on was a result
of a similar beam-width at the exit of the ALS: The same particle-beam radial distribution was
focused with different velocity ratios, resulting in a looser focusing for smaller absolute vr/vz-ratios
at higher pressures.

5.4 Discussion

Upon injector pressure increase, the particle-beam focus position is shifting. For larger NPs,
the focus position shifts closer to the ALS exit at higher injector pressure, for smaller NPs, the
focus position shifts further away. This behavior was observed both, in experiment and trajectory
simulations. We described this opposing shift using the transverse/longitudinal velocity ratio of the
NPs without the need for calculating Stokes numbers.

As a consequence, smaller beam diameters for smaller NPs can be achieved further away from
the ALS exit at higher injector pressures, which reduces background scattering of the ALS housing
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and shadowing of the ALS on the scattering detector. A higher injector pressure will result in
more gas in the interaction chamber and gas density measurements or simulations have to show
how much the background scattering from the gas will increase, while the hit rate due to better
particle-beam focusing increases, too. Those two factors have to be considered when using the
observed focus-shift effect for SPI experiments in the future.

The shown protein-like particle-beam evolution curves show a shift of the focus position with
increasing injector pressure, too, but the focus size is increasing, in contrast to the 25 nm PS results.
These simulations show the importance of parameter optimization (geometry and injector pressure)
for each particle size and species.

The focus-shift effect observed here is a result of the used ALS and exit geometry, which increases
the longitudinal velocity of smaller NPs more than the transverse velocity. A redesign of the exit
aperture may result in different acceleration components so that the particle beam can be shaped
upon specifications.

In general, room-temperature particle-beam generation is limited by Brownian motion, which is
reduced with temperature. Therefore, generating a cryogenically-cooled particle beam should be
preferred for those protein-like particles [54].

5.5 Conclusion

We presented the unexpected experimental results and simulations for particle-beam evolution
curves of 69, 42 and 25 nm PS spheres. Both in simulation and experiment, we observed the
particle-beam focus shift away from the ALS injector exit with increasing injector pressure for
25 nm PS spheres. The larger 69 nm PS spheres showed the expected shift of the particle-beam
focus position toward the ALS exit with increasing injector pressure.

We described the focus shift using the velocity components at the exit of the ALS, which
determines the focus position. We found the reason for small nanoparticles to focus further away:
The longitudinal velocity increases much faster compared to the transverse velocity, resulting in a
focus position further away. We highlighted the importance of an extended flow field after the ALS
exit in the simulations up to 5 mm to include the acceleration of the particles after the ALS exit,
which had a significant influence on the particle-beam focus position.

Furthermore, simulations for a 10 nm protein-like nanoparticle including the injector pressure
dependency of the particle beam and extending the understanding of the focusing mechanisms of the
ALS injector predicted a similar shift of the focus position away from the ALS injector, but showed
an increase in focus width, underlining the importance of detailed particle-beam measurements
and simulations prior to SPI experiments. Even though particle-beam formation for protein-like
nanoparticles was demonstrated, the particle-beam focus width is rather large due to Brownian
motion. Reducing the temperature will decrease this effect and improve particle-beam formation.

Our results improve the understanding of particle-beam formation for small nanoparticles
from ALS injectors based on velocity components and phase-space distributions rather than
Stokes numbers and show the possibility to use room-temperature particle-beam injectors for SPI
experiments on smaller particles.
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Chapter 6

Aerodynamic-lens stack injector with
cryogenic cooling: 1

Generating particle beams for single-particle x-ray diffractive imaging (SPI) experiments improves
with lower nanoparticle temperature, especially for small particles where the Brownian motion is
comparable to the drag force in a carrier gas flow field at room temperature. This work combines
the previously published work on generating shock-frozen nanoparticles with diameters >200 nm
with the work and knowledge of room temperature aerodynamic lens focusing: We designed and
set up a cryogenic buffer-gas-cell-aerodynamic-lens-stack (BGC-ALS). We present the geometry,
the setup changes to inject nanoparticles with diameters <100 nm, the accompanying particle
beam simulations and measurements, including the challenges of operating the setup at cryogenic
temperatures using electrospray ionization for aerosolization and propose future developments to
come one step closer to the generation of pure beams of single proteins for SPI experiments and
structure determination of isolated bioparticles.

6.1 Introduction

Retrieving the structure of isolated nanoparticles directly in gas phase is possible using single-
particle x-ray diffractive imaging (SPI) with the intense and ultrashort pulses generated from x-ray
free-electron laser (XFEL) facilities [3, 7, 25]. Due to diffraction-before-destruction a diffraction
pattern can be recorded before the particle is destroyed by the deposited energy of the x-ray
pulse [7]. Because particles are destroyed by the x-ray pulse, they need to be replaced constantly,
requiring reliable sample delivery methods. In recent years, several successful experiments have
been performed, showing the development in experiment and data analysis on the way toward the
imaging of small bionanoparticles, such as proteins [34]. The experimental development reaches
from sample delivery with the use of electrospray ionization (ESI) for aerosolization [61], improving
the target-free aerosol injection setup with the use of (geometry optimized) aerodynamic lens stacks
(ALS) [41, 45, 56, 70], and better optical detection of the nanoparticles for characterization in the
laboratory [55, 80], to facility improvements such as x-ray beam focusing, and characterization,
higher pulse energies, higher repetition rates and the corresponding fast read out detectors. However,
the hit rate in these experiments is rather low: Depending on the used nanoparticles, a hit rate
<1 % is to be expected. In this context, hit rate is understood as the percentage of detector images

1This chapter will be submitted to Review of Scientific Instruments for publication [58]. I performed the trajectory
calculations and analyzed the simulated data. I contributed to the experimental implementation, recorded the data,
analyzed the data and prepared the figures for the manuscript, wrote the first draft and updated the manuscript in
discussion with all authors.
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containing a sample of interest hit that is used for data analysis. In data analysis, new developments
in classification of the diffraction patterns and noise reduction improve the retrieval of structural
information [47, 101]. Improving the resolution of the retrieved structure from the experimental
point of view lies in an increased purity of the sample asides a higher hit rate. The less impurities
are present, the better the resolution. Impurities are structure related, such as clusters or spatial
conformers, but also charge states may influence the structure of especially smaller nanoparticles
and are considered impurities [102]. Recently, the charge-state distribution of nanoparticles from a
gas-dynamic virtual nozzle was published, revealing high charge-states are present in the interaction
region [103]. Separating conformers has been demonstrated for small molecules repeatedly and
efforts are made to employ similar techniques to larger samples, such as dipeptides [60]. However,
for small molecules the starting point is a cold molecular beam and achieving this for protein-like
and -sized nanoparticles is one idea of improving sample injection for SPI experiments. Previously,
generating a beam of shock-frozen nanoparticles has been demonstrated using a cryogenic buffer-gas
cell (BGC) on large nanoparticles (diameters >200 nm) [54]. Aerosolized polystyrene spheres (PS)
and virus capsids were injected into a cryogenically-cooled BGC filled with 4 K helium gas. After
thermalization, the particles exit the BGC through an aperture into vacuum forming a particle
beam. The detected particle beams are considered to be a good starting point for further control.
Calculated cooling rates of >106 K/s for particle sizes below 50 nm were reported in the BGC,
sufficiently fast to outrun structural changes during cooling and creating shock-frozen nanoparticles,
exceeding the cooling rates typically used in cryo-electron microscopy (CEM) [75, 76].

This work focuses on the improvement of the setup toward the generation of particle beams of
smaller nanoparticles via an ALS coupled to the BGC to generate particle beams with smaller beam
diameters for higher particle-beam densities: a cryogenic buffer-gas-cell-aerodyanmic-lens-stack
(BGC-ALS). Further experimental improvements were incorporated for the injection of smaller
nanoparticles, such as coupling an ESI generator and modifying the injection part into the BGC.
Accompanying the experimental work, three dimensional (3D) carrier gas flow fields of the BGC-
ALS were calculated and particle trajectory simulations have been performed to understand the
particle-beam formation and behavior of the particles inside the BGC-ALS.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Simulation setup

The overall BGC-ALS setup consists of an aerosolization part, a differential pumping stage, a
transport part (source) into the BGC, the BGC-ALS itself and the particle detection. The
simulation of the particle beam generated from the BGC-ALS is performed in four steps: First,
the 2D cylindrically symmetric flow field of the carrier gas in the source is calculated using a
finite-element solver for the Navier-Stokes equations [82]. The geometries of the used cylindrically
symmetric sources are shown in Figure 6.1 a. As carrier gas, nitrogen at room-temperature is used
with an initial pressure condition similar to the experimental values of 0.5 and 0.6 mbar. Second,
the particle trajectories are calculated using CMInject [86]. As particles, we assume spherical
particles with a diameter of 88 nm and a density of 1050 kg/m3. Third, the 3D flow field of helium
inside the BGC-ALS geometry is calculated. The geometry is shown in Figure 6.1 b as a central
slice through the 3D structure. The flow field is calculated using OpenFOAM [83], a finite-volume
solver for the Navier-Stokes equations, with the advantage of open-source availability and better
solvers for compressible flow. The 3D flow field is calculated for different inlet helium flow values
ranging from 5 to 25 mln/min at a temperature of 4 K. Fourth and last, the 3D particle trajectories
for 88 nm PS inside the BGC-ALS are calculated using CMInject again. As input parameters
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Figure 6.1: a.) Dimensions of the two used source geometries: the cone-type (ct) source and the
heated (h) source. The ct source is made from a standard pipette-tip and the h source
is made from copper, wrapped with a heating wire. b.) Dimensions of the BGC-ALS
geometry shown on a 2D central cut in yz-plane. The BGC inlet and main part is
similar to the geometry used in [54], the connection part has been modified. c.) Setup
sketch of the inner setup parts. Depicted are the cryogenically cooled setup parts: An
outer aluminum shield, cooled to 29 K and an inner copper shield at 4 K containing the
BGC-ALS. The source is not connected to the coldhead, thus not cold. The generated
aerosol passes a differential pumping stage (not shown here) before entering a transport
tube and being injected into the BGC with a source. Here, the h source is shown.
Particles follow the BGC flow field into the ALS section and exit the ALS. The particles
are detected using a light-sheet imaging method.

for the particles’ position and the velocity, the values from the source simulation are used. The
interaction of the gas and the particles is modeled with the microscopic drag force [84].

The detector feature in CMInject is used to track the particles through the BGC-ALS. In 1 mm
z-steps, detectors are placed. The result is a set of coordinates for each particle at the detector
distance zD: (x, y, zD, vx, vy, vz) with x, y and zD the particles spatial positions and vx, vy and
vz the particles velocity components. To determine the particle-beam width, a 2D histogram in x
and y of the particles position at each detector distance zD is generated and a 2D Gaussian fit is
used to determine the beam diameter as the mean of the minor and the major full-width at half
maximum (FWHM).

The simulations of the particle trajectories are used to calculate the particle temperature and
the cooling rate according to the previously developed microscopic drag force model [84].

6.2.2 Experimental setup

The experimental setup used in a previous publication [54] was improved with the following: an
electrospray aerosolization source, an additional differential pumping stage, new sources for inserting
NPs into the BGC and an ALS. The cryogenic part of the setup is shown in Figure 6.1 c in a cut
representation. First, NPs are aerosolized via ESI using a commercial electrospray (TSI Advanced
Electrospray 3482). Here, 88 nm polystyrene (PS) spheres (Alfa Aesar) in 20 mM AmAc are used
with a concentration of 1.8× 1011 particles/mL. The liquid flow rate is 230 nl/min. The generated
aerosol is passing a differential pumping section with two pumping stages to remove excess gas and
enter a transport tube. The pressure is reduced from nearly atmosphere in the electrospray device
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to 0.5− 0.6 mbar source pressure. At the end of the transport tube, a modified injection source is
used to inject the particles into vacuum at 3 − 4 mm distance to the entrance of the BGC. For
this experiment, two different types of sources were used: a cone-type (ct) source consisting of a
standard plastic pipette tip attached to the transport tube and a heated (h) source made from
copper, see Figure 6.1 a. The h source is wrapped with heating wire and kept at 49 ℃. Both source
types are generating a diverging particle beam that allows a large fraction of the NPs to enter the
BGC. The cryocooler consists of two cooling stages, cooled to base temperatures of 29.5 and 4.05 K,
respectively. For additional higher temperature experiments, the base temperatures are 56 and
80 K, by balancing heating and cooling of the setup. The BGC-ALS is attached to the second
stage of the cryocooler, see Figure 6.1 c. Pre-cooled helium gas is introduced into the cell from the
entrance side of the NPs below the particles. Inside the BGC, the particles are introduced into
the cold helium gas field. The particles follow the flow field through the BGC and the ALS and
exit the ALS into vacuum through a 2 mm exit aperture. The chamber pressure is typically held
between 8× 10−6 and 4× 10−5 mbar depending on the amount of helium introduced into the BGC.
For the BGC-ALS geometry and dimensions, see Figure 6.1 b. The first part of the BGC geometry
is taken from the previously existing BGC setup [54]. The ALS aperture and tube dimensions
were adapted from room-temperature ALS injectors and varied in preliminary particle trajectory
calculations to find a particle forming geometry. Within the ALS, the tubes and apertures can
be changed individually, creating a variety of different ALS combinations. The NPs are detected
via particle-localization microscopy using a light-sheet imaging method [55]. In short, NPs pass
the focus of a cylindrical lens of a beam from a continuous wave laser system (Coherent Verdi V,
max. 5 W, 532 nm) operated at 4 W laser power. The scattered light off the particles in the laser
focus is detected using a camera-based microscope system. The recorded images are analyzed to
determine the particle blob position and intensity. A histogram of the particle positions results
in the transverse particle-beam profile. The beam diameter is determined from a 2D Gaussian fit
on the transverse beam profile and taken as the average of major and minor FWHM of the fit.
To ensure unblocked apertures of the BGC-ALS, light passing the BGC-ALS is detected on the
particle-detection camera. If one of the apertures is blocked, no light is observed.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Simulations

We calculated the 3D carrier gas flow fields for different helium flow conditions ranging from 5 to
25 mln/min. The central slices through the 3D flow fields are shown in Figure 6.2 a for 5 mln/min
and in Figure 6.2 b for 25 mln/min helium flow rates. The flow direction is from left to right. The
black arrow indicates the entrance of the helium. The colormap shows the speed of the gas and is
kept the same for both flow values, including the contour line values. The gas is exiting through
both, the particle entrance and the ALS exit. Inside the larger volume of the BGC, the speed is
reducing and increasing again in the ALS part toward the exit in both helium flow cases. While
the flow field in the ALS part looks quite symmetric, the transition from the disk to the cell at
25 mln/min shows an asymmetry upwards (positive y).

Figure 6.2 c shows the simulated beam diameter (mean of major and minor diameter of the 2D
Gauss fit) through the BGC-ALS for different helium flow values. The dotted gray line indicates
the exit of the ALS at z = 9.5 cm. The input parameters are taken from the ct source simulations.
These input parameters are equal for all helium flow values. For 5 and 10 mln/min helium flow
(black and purple), the beam diameter is almost similar with only differences close to the exit and
outside the ALS. At higher helium flow (orange), the beam is more diverging inside the BGC part.
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Figure 6.2: Central slice of the calculated 3D helium gas flow field inside the BGC-ALS for a.) 5
mln/min and b.) 25 mln/min helium flow rate. The gas inlet is indicated by an arrow
below the particle inlet. The flow field shows an asymmetry at the entrance of the BGC
which is more pronounced at higher gas flow inlet values. For comparison between a.
and b., the same color map and contour lines (white) are chosen c.) Simulated 88 nm
PS particle-beam diameter through the BGC-ALS geometry at different helium flow
rates. The gray dotted line marks the exit of the ALS at z = 9.5 cm. d.) Particle
temperature of 88 nm PS inside the BGC-ALS at different helium flow rates. At low
helium flow, the particles temperature reaches 4 K within the first 2.5 cm of the cold
helium flow field. At higher flow values, the temperature is reached earlier.

The beam diameter is increasing to >1.7 mm. The beam diameter outside the ALS is smallest at
15 mln/min at 2 mm outside the ALS with a diameter of 13 µm.

Here, only the beam diameter for helium flow values up to 15 mln/min are shown. For higher
input helium flow values, simulations show a drastic and sudden decrease in particle transmission:
The particles from the source do not have enough speed to overcome the pressure barrier created
from the gas exiting the particle entrance.

The temperature of the particles is directly taken from the CMInject output and shown as a
function of z in Figure 6.2 d. For 5 mln/min, 88 nm PS is thermalized while still being inside the
BGC. At higher helium flow rates, this temperature is reached earlier. At 15 mln/min, the cooling
rate is 2.2 · 103 K/s.
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Figure 6.3: a.) Particle transmission depending on the helium flow inside the BGC for 88 nm
PS using the ct source. b.) Particle-beam diameter depending on the helium flow
at different detection distances. In general, a higher helium flow results in a smaller
particle beam at the detection distances used.

6.3.2 Experimental results

First experiments were performed at 4 K cell temperature using the ct source for injection. With
heating and cooling the cell in between measurements to avoid deposition of the injection gas on the
apertures, we measured the transmission of the particles depending on the helium flow inside the
BGC. For each scan, we normalized the measured number of particles to the maximum. The mean
normalized transmission with standard errors is shown in Figure 6.3 a. The highest transmission is
measured at 5 mln/min helium flow and decreasing with increasing flow. The transmission is close
to zero at 20 mln/min helium flow, agreeing with our simulations.

The particle-beam diameter was measured depending on the helium flow at different detection
distances. The result is shown in Figure 6.3 b. The values are given with standard errors. With
increasing helium flow, the beam diameter decreases. The smallest beam diameter we measured is
at a detection distance of z = 6 mm with 143 µm at 15 mln/min helium flow. By increasing the
helium flow from 5 to 15 mln/min and detecting the particle beam at a fixed distance of 6 mm, the
beam diameter decreased by a factor of 3.3 from 476 µm to 143 µm, see black curve.

During the injection of particles from the source into the BGC, the aerosolization gas (nitrogen
and CO2) is injected into the cold cell, too. We recorded the number of particles after the ALS
depending on the injection time using the h source at 4 K cell temperature and a source pressure of
0.6 mbar with a helium flow rate of 10 mln/min in the BGC. The source was positioned 3 mm outside
the BGC entrance. The time-dependent number of particles per frame is shown in Figure 6.4 a. Up
to 45 min, the number of detected particles is constant at ≈ 0.02 particles/frame. Then, a drop is
observed and no particles are detected after 55 mins. The data is approximated by a sigmoidal
distribution (orange line). Experimental time at 4 K and these parameters is therefore limited
to 45 − 50 mins. Using a lower source pressure of 0.5 mbar increased the experimental time to
90− 100 mins. To understand the cause of the drop in the number of particles, we observed the
pressure increase in the vacuum system while warming the cell. Figure 6.4 b shows the typical
pressure increase in the pre-vacuum line when warming the cell after measurements. The cell
temperature depending on the time after starting to heat the cell is shown in orange for both first
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Figure 6.4: a.) Number of particles detected per frame depending on the time. The cell temperature
was 4 K, the helium flow 10 mln/min and the source pressure using the h source 0.6 mbar.
After 45 min the number of particles is decreasing and after 55 min no particles are
detected (black dots). A sigmoidal fit was used to guide the eye (orange line). b.)
Pressure profile during warm-up of the cell. The orange lines show the temperature
increase in the first (dashed orange line) and second stage (solid orange line), the purple
lines show the pressure reading in the pre-vacuum lines. Two cases are shown: warming
the cell without previous injection (dashed line) and warming the cell after injection
and blocking the cell as shown in a.) (solid line).

(dashed line) and second stage (solid line). The purple lines show the pressure increase for two
cases: after heating without any injection (dashed line) and after injection (solid line). In both
cases, helium was present at 10 mln/min in the BGC. Both pressure curves show an initial peak
within the first two minutes, corresponding to a cell temperature of 4 . . . 40 K. The second peak is
only visible after injection and shows up at 55 . . . 65 K cell temperature, pointing toward nitrogen
release. A third smaller peak is present in both cases. After 10 min and at temperatures above 70 K
up to 100 K no further pressure increase is visible. The drop in the number of particles and the
pressure release at cell temperatures of 55− 65 K after injection indicates a blockage of the BGC
apertures (entrance and first aperture) with nitrogen that freezes at low temperatures. Increasing
experimental time and avoiding a blockage or even a partial blockage that may influence the flow
conditions inside the BGC-ALS is of high priority. An easy solution was operating the cell at higher
temperatures above the nitrogen freezing point. We operated the second stage cell at 80 K and
were able to perform experiments for >8 hours. In an alternative approach, we tried breaking the
thin ice layer at the entrance of the BGC with the tip of the h source, which has a smaller outer
diameter than the BGC entrance, which was one of the reasons we moved from the ct source to the
h source. This did not work reliably and left small fragments on the sides of the apertures. We
monitored this with a microscope pointing into the ALS from the position of the particle detection
camera.

In addition to experiments at 4 K cell temperature and to avoid short experimental time, higher
temperature experiments were performed. We measured the transverse particle-beam profile for
the h source and the same detection parameters at the two cell temperatures of 4 and 80 K. The
transverse beam profiles are shown in Figure 6.5. Figure 6.5 a shows the beam at 4 K. The beam
diameter is 198 µm. The beam profile at 80 K cell temperature is shown in Figure 6.5 b. The beam
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Figure 6.5: a.) Transverse particle-beam profile at 4 K cell temperature at 0.6 mbar source pressure
using the h source at 49 ℃ with 3 mm distance to the BGC and 10 mln/min helium
flow, detected 9 mm after the ALS exit. b.) Transverse particle-beam profile at 80 K
cell temperature at the same experimental conditions as in a.).

Figure 6.6: Particle-beam diameter depending on the Helium flow inside the BGC for two different
detection distances. The h source was used and the cell temperature was 80 K.

diameter is 1.35 times larger compared to the 4 K beam with a diameter of 267 µm. Nevertheless,
at 80 K cell temperature, generating a particle beam is possible.

We measured the particle-beam profile at higher cell temperature at two different distances and
three different helium flow values. The h source was placed 3 mm outside the BGC entrance. The
result is shown in Figure 6.6. With increasing helium flow, the beam diameter decreases, similar to
the results at 4 K. The smallest beam diameter from these measurements is at 15 mln/min helium
flow and 7.7 mm detection distance with a beam diameter of 208 µm. Detecting the particle beam
closer to the ALS exit was not possible, due to stray light from the whole cryo-setup inside the
vacuum chamber. At 4 and 80 K the position moved and the laser beam could not be moved closer
than 7 mm without hitting any reflective structure inside the chamber.

In all experiments, we observed a transmission decrease at higher helium flow values inside the
cell. Therefore, we moved the h source closer to and even into the BGC. We moved the source from
3 mm outside the BGC entrance to 5 mm inside the cell. The particle number and their intensity
was recorded for three different injection mixtures: one with the same ESI settings and 88 nm
particle concentration as in previous experiments and two mixtures containing only gas. The source
pressure was kept constant by adjusting the pumping in the differential pumping stage and the gas
mixtures contained 3.3 and 19.5 % CO2, respectively. The helium flow rate inside the BGC was
10 mln/min. The recorded number of particles depending on the source position and the injection
mixture is shown in Figure 6.7 a. Outside of the BGC (z<0 mm), we only detected particles when
injecting the mixture with actual particles. This number is decreasing when moving the source
closer to the BGC entrance. Inside the BGC (z>0) mm we detect lots of particles. Those particles
show a large intensity distribution with higher intensity compared to the particle hits outside the
BGC. Figure 6.7 b shows the intensity histograms of the detected particles for both inside (dashed)
and outside (solid lines) when injecting only gas (orange) and gas plus particles (black). Outside
the BGC, the detected particles show a narrow intensity distribution when injecting particles.
Inside the BGC on the other hand, the intensity distribution is broad, extending to >10 times the
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Figure 6.7: a.) Number of particles detected by the algorithm depending on the position of
the source for different gas mixtures (19.5 % (purple) and 3.3 % CO2 (orange)) and
with 88 nm PS NPs (black). z-values are given according to the flow field notation:
negative z-values correspond to outside the BGC, positive values are inside the BGC.
b.) Histograms of the integrated blob intensities for different cases: injecting only gas
with 3.3 % CO2 in the mixture (orange and red lines) and gas+particles (purple and
black lines) inside (dashed lines) and outside (solid lines) the BGC.

integrated intensity. The cases of injecting gas and gas plus particles (orange and black dashed
lines) are so similar that a statement about detecting 88 nm PS particles cannot be made.

6.4 Discussion

The simulated beam diameters outside the ALS do not match our experimental observations
quantitatively. This may be a result from using a laminar flow regime in the flow field calculations.
Moving to a more suitable 3D direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) approach may solve this.
Current work is focusing on calculating new flow fields. Due to the complexity, it is not included
in this mainly experimental publication. However, the qualitative behavior of the particles in the
BGC-ALS could be explained.

The cooling rate of 2.2 · 103 K/s is lower than the reported cooling rate in [54] and lower than
the critical cooling rate of 104 K/s reported in [75] to create amorphous ice. This is due to a much
lower helium flow used here. Achieving higher cooling rates to ensure cooling the particles without
any geometrical changes will be achieved with higher helium flow rates. Currently, higher flow
rate values cannot be used, as the transmission is decreasing drastically for 20 mln/min and above.
Nevertheless, a full thermalization of the particle and gas temperature was observed inside the
BGC.

The particle-beam diameter detected at a cell temperature of 80 K is broader compared to
the diameter at 4 K at the same experimental parameters. As the only parameter changed is the
temperature, it is safe to assume Brownian motion as source for the broader particle beam at higher
temperature. The stochastic force the particles are experiencing is proportional to the square root
of the temperature. As the helium gas is not at 4 K, the heat transfer and cooling rate are lower
for the high temperature measurements. Nevertheless, working and generating a particle beam at
80 K cell temperature worked well and experimental time was increased to >8 hours.
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The most puzzling and for our understanding counter-intuitive results were obtained when
moving the source inside the BGC and detecting lots of particles from the background. Without
injecting any 88 nm PS, we observed many particles with high intensity. A dependence on the
amount of CO2 in the gas mixture could not be observed. Due to working below the CO2 freezing
point, it is likely we imaged solidified CO2 flakes, which again underlines the importance of reducing
the amount of gas in the ESI process and thus, injecting less of the gas into the cryogenically-cooled
setup part. Even when injecting particles, they cannot be distinguished from the background
particles, leaving behind a challenge for future experiments.

In general, extending the BGC geometry with an ALS worked well and no cooling capacity
problems from the cryostat were observed. Problems arose from the use of ESI as aerosolization
method instead of liquid jet breakup aerosolization„ which uses helium. In the current experiment,
the use of nitrogen and CO2 are the major concerns.

6.5 Conclusion

We showed the particle-beam generation of shock-frozen 88 nm PS in a BGC-ALS combination.
We measured a particle beam with the diameter of 143 µm at 6 mm distance from the ALS exit
at 15 mln/min helium flow inside the BGC. Even though the particle-beam width measured is
rather broad, changes in the radiation shields or extending the ALS part outside the shield will
provide access to the particle-beam focus which provides higher particle density. While using ESI
for aerosolization at cryogenic temperatures, we showed the importance of background gas reduction
to avoid freezing out of the gas and limiting experimental time. As easy solution, without changing
the aerosolization source, working at higher cell temperatures was demonstrated. At 80 K cell
temperature, we showed the particle-beam generation, which is considered good enough, but in the
future, more time should be spend on working at 4 K by reducing the gas background, e. g. directly
in the ESI process. We have shown that -against our understanding- inserting the source into the
BGC did not increase the transmission of particles, but raised new problems with background ice
particles, even at 80 K cell temperature. In addition, we showed the importance of simulations for
understanding the particle trajectories inside the BGC and the importance for future designs.

Our work shows an important step toward generating a cryogenically-cooled particle beam
consisting of single proteins, even though we are not there yet. To achieve this, several challenges have
to be addressed, such as redesigning the BGC-ALS helium inlet to avoid asymmetries, optimizing the
ALS apertures and changing the ALS exit to detect particles close to the exit. Another important
step is the change of the flow field simulations. Using DSMC flow field calculations instead of
laminar flow regime calculations may provide a better fit of experiment and simulation and will be
more meaningful.

All these changes in the BGC-ALS setup will lead to a cold particle beam that may be used
for further control, such as spatial separation of spatial conformers or alignment. In combination,
these particle beams will increase the resolution of the resolved structure from SPI experiments
by using a pure particle beam and reducing blurring of the resolved structures due to impurities.
Even now, the particle beam consisting of cryogenically-cooled nanoparticles can be used for SPI
experiments, for e. g. temperature dependent structure observations.
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Chapter 7

Further improvements on sample
injection

Even though the presented experiments were conducted on larger nanoparticles, the one major goal
of SPI remains: imaging the structure and dynamics of proteins, i. e., sub-10 nm particles. From
the sample injection perspectives, achieving a good hit rate, i. e., generating a particle beam with
high particle number density at room-temperature is limited using current injectors and injection
parameters. A few problems can still be resolved and future experiments will show how successful
these attempts are. Those points will be discussed in the following chapter: the particle-beam
generation, the optical detection, the setup geometry and the advantages and applications for cold
particle beams.

7.1 Nanoparticle beams of 10 nm particles

The challenges in generating a particle beam consisting of 10 nm particles are mostly governed by
the ability of transporting and focusing the particles into a stream of particles to be imaged with
an x-ray pulse. The first step, i. e., the aerosolization in this size range is rather straightforward,
as discussed in the following. Using ESI, the choice of buffer solution becomes more important,
as residues on the particles may influence the structure and imaging quality more than for bigger
particles due to the ratio of particle and residue volume. With careful ESI settings, even small
bioparticles, such as the non-spherical Bovine serum albumin (BSA) with a diameter of around
8 nm, can be aerosolized using the ESI generator from previous experiments. An example of
the aerosol droplet size distribution after spraying BSA is shown in Figure 7.1 a. The successful
spraying is shown in the size histogram of the aerosol particles measured with a DMA-CPC device.
The size histogram is shown for three different flow rate examples. The BSA monomer has the
highest contribution at d = 8 nm. The number of particles is decreasing with decreasing flow rate
and the peak position stays constant. This shows an already dry particle, i. e., no residue of the
buffer solution, at the highest flow rate, which may lead to denaturation and a retuning of the ESI
settings to ensure the BSA particles are in their native structure. The peaks at sizes smaller than
the dimer correspond to doubly charged BSA monomers, as the DMA sorts the particles according
to a mass-to-charge ratio or residues from the buffer solution. At 10 nm, the peak corresponds to a
dimer. All diameters given here are the measured aerodynamic diameter.

The bottleneck of focusing small particles at current conditions is illustrated in Figure 7.1 b.
Here, trajectories for 100 nm (red) and 10 nm PS (black) particles were calculated in the same flow
field and plotted throughout the ALS geometry. The inlet pressure of the nitrogen carrier gas is
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Figure 7.1: a.) Measured aerosol droplet size distribution of electrosprayed non-spherical Bovine
serum albumin (BSA). The size histogram was measured with a DMA-CPC device
for different liquid flow rates in the ESI process. The peak at 8 nm corresponds to
BSA monomer. The number of particles generated decreases with decreasing flow rate
(black to orange). In all cases, isolated BSA monomers are generated. b.) Calculated
trajectories of 100 nm PS (red) and 10 nm PS (black) particles. For both, 50 particle
trajectories were calculated for the nitrogen flow field with 1 mbar inlet pressure and
the same initial parameters. The 100 nm trajectories show a good focusing behavior,
whereas the 10 nm trajectories are dominated by Brownian motion and most particles
do not exit the ALS, but hit the wall.

1.0 mbar, a typical injector pressure used during experiments, and the particles’ initial parameters,
such as particle position and velocity were the same for both sample sizes. Of course, to focus and
transport smaller particles, the injector parameters should be adjusted. This discussion on the same
flow field and particle parameters is used to demonstrate the challenge faced if no changes were to
me made. While the 100 nm particles are focused in the flow field and exit the geometry without
transmission loss, the 10 nm particles are moving around due to Brownian motion. The drag force
is smaller than the Brownian motion, resulting in wiggles and particle loss at the walls. Inside the
ALS geometry, the particle radial (r) distribution is larger than in the beginning, showing that this
is not an ideal ALS geometry to generate a particle beam consisting of 10 nm particles, in addition
to the particle loss at the walls. To be able to generate particle beams consisting of 10 nm particles
or smaller, other ways of focusing have to be considered. A geometry optimization of the existing
injectors may improve the particle transport, but a change of flow regime may be needed to achieve
the required particle-gas interaction to focus 10 nm particles. As the drag force is proportional
to the velocity difference of the particles and the gas, one solution may be to increase the gas
velocity. As the pressure should not increase, smaller geometries may become necessary to reduce
particle loss. The currently used ALS injector is not suited for generating a particle beam from
10 nm particles, but following the presented geometry optimization procedure and taking Brownian
motion effects into consideration can increase the efficiency of sample injection.

In order to reduce Brownian motion and accelerate the carrier gas flow velocity, other geometries
should be considered. Moving away from a simple box-type geometry of the individual pieces to a
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rounded geometry guides the particles more smoothly through the geometry [104].
Another approach is the reduction of Brownian motion via cooling. Brownian motion is

temperature dependent and reducing the temperature from room temperature to, e. g. 4 K may
reduce it enough to focus the particles.

A fourth option may be a change in particle transport. The particles of interest may be covered
in a non-evaporative shell that is transparent to the used x-ray photon energy. This way, the
particles can be transported efficiently into the x-ray focus and are imaged in a shell that does not
significantly contribute to the diffraction pattern. Of course, the shell material should not influence
the particles geometry, dynamic properties or decrease the damage threshold [35].

It has been shown computationally, that the structure of a bioparticle can be extracted from the
diffraction pattern of a bioparticle-gold complex from the diffraction patters of the combined and
bare gold pattern with additional effort in the reconstruction algorithm. Due to the high scattering
cross section of gold, a modulation caused by the bioparticle is visible and can be used for structure
determination [105]. Again, this is only possible if the bioparticle structure is not much affected by
the binding to a gold particle. In combination with AuNPs, bioparticles, e. g., BSA may experience
time-dependent conformational changes [106].

7.2 Nanoparticle-beam detection

Within this thesis, the particle beam was characterized using optical scattering. The particles were
illuminated with a green laser (CW or pulsed) and the scattering off the particles was detected
using a camera-based microscope system. The problem with this method is the detection of small
NPs. The scattering intensity is proportional to the sixth power of the particle diameter and is the
critical parameter in detecting the particles. We have shown the particle detection down to 25 nm
PS sizes with optical scattering, see chapter 5, but smaller particles vanished in the background of
the camera images, even after careful background reduction. Other ways of detecting the particles
position outside of an injector have to be investigated.

One example was published recently using ion detection [78]. The particles were ionized by an
ultrafast mJ-level laser pulse and through scanning the laser focus, access to the transverse and
longitudinal particle-beam profile was achieved. This method is applicable for spherical particles
with diameters ranging from 10 . . . 120 nm. For future experiment, extending the ionization of small
nanoparticles and proteins with a time-of-flight (ToF) measurement may be considered. Those
measurements will even provide information about the fragmentation of the particles and the
building blocks by measuring the mass-to-charge ratio of the fragments, as used in native mass
spectrometry on small bioparticles, proteins and peptide sequencing [10, 107]. Also, laser-induced
breakdown detection (LIBD) has been used to characterize a particle beam consisting of tryptophan
nanoparticles with a diameter of 136 nm [77]. In this method, a laser produces a local plasma in
the interaction with a single particle. The plasma emission is recorded in a photomultiplier tube.

One further destructive method of imaging the transverse particle-beam profile is using gel-
deposition. A microscope slide with gel is positioned in the particle beam and collects the particles.
Mounting the microscope slide on a manipulator allows to probe the particle beam at different
distances from the injector. It has been demonstrated for large polystyrene nanoparticles (diameter
between 500 nm and 2 µm) [59] and for characterizing an aerodynamic lens with deposition of
size-selected nanoparticles (50 . . . 250 nm) on a substrate [37]. A challenge for smaller nanoparticles
is imaging those on the structure. In that case, more advanced imaging methods on the deposited
particles have to be used, e. g. transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Even though it has the
disadvantage of needing a TEM facility, it may be a way to determine the particle-beam width for
small nanoparticles and in addition confirm the bioparticles are still intact after injection, if the gel,
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exposure to air and the time duration is taken into consideration that causes denaturation of the
bioparticles.

7.3 SPI setup changes

So far, the proposed changes and challenges were focused on the setup in the laboratory. Changes in
the beamline setup geometry may be of even more interest, as this is directly related to the quantity
and quality of the recorded diffraction patterns. The main challenge is the signal strength compared
to background scattering in current experiments [33]. One factor here is the gas background and
scattering of nitrogen and, especially, CO2 molecules in the interaction region. Those gases originate
from the aerosolization process in the ESI. Changing the gas type to helium will decrease the
background, but a different gas in the ESI process changes the neutralization, the transport of the
particles and the focusing. Those transport and focusing challenges are solvable, as the setup has
been used with helium before when using GDVN aerosolization. The neutralization part needs
more construction and investigation. One way of determining of the amount of gas exiting the
injector besides the flow field calculations can be the imaging via plasma-generation, which was
demonstrated in helium exiting a convergent nozzle injector [88].

Often, a higher initial sample concentration may be generated in solution, but these high
concentrations are likely to block the capillary in the electrospray. One solution may be the use of
multiple nozzles/capillaries with a lower sample concentration and bring the combined generated
aerosol with higher number of particles into the skimmer assembly. Depending on the availability
of the sample, this may be a way to increase hit rates during the limited time at x-ray facilities.
In the past, multiple designs of multiple nozzle use in ESI have been published, but did not find
its way into use in SPI experiments yet and general applications so far because of performance
problems caused by electrostatic cross-talk [108] or general operation problems due to high space
charge that changes the flight direction of the charged aerosol droplets [109].

As shown in the previous subsections, in current ALS injectors, small nanoparticles are lost in
the long ALS, see Figure 7.1. Shortening the ALS geometry will increase the transmission, too.

7.4 Pump-probe experiments

So far, the published experimental results of SPI at XFELs were exclusively reporting on static
structures. One major interest is the observation of dynamics in a pump-probe scheme. An
excitation event is used to trigger a specific dynamic process that leads to a structural change.
Often, dynamics are triggered with an optical pump pulse. The probe is a second pulse, recording
the structure of the sample, in time-resolved SPI this is an x-ray pulse.

A recent experiment (beamtime proposal number F-20190741, by CMI in collaboration with
Holger Lange, FB Chemie Universität Hamburg and Kartik Ayyer, MPSD Hamburg) conducted at
the CAMP endstation [110] of the Free-electron LASer in Hamburg (FLASH) in August 2020 used a
pump-probe SPI scheme to observe the change in AuNP diameter upon plasmon excitation, so-called
breathing dynamics. Until then, this change is AuNP size had only been observed indirectly in a
AuNP solution experiment using transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy [111].

The schematic setup to directly image the size change of the AuNP upon plasmon excitation
is shown in Figure 7.2. Aerosolized AuNPs with a diameter of ≈ 30 nm were injected into the
x-ray focus using an aerodynamic lens injector [56]. The plasmon excitation followed after exposure
of the AuNPs from a 400 nm pulse. With variable delay between pump and probe, diffraction
patterns of the (excited) AuNPs were recorded on a pnCCD. The x-ray probe wavelength was
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Figure 7.2: Schematic pump-probe setup. Aerosolized spherical gold nanoparticles were injected
into the FLASH-x-ray interaction region via an aerodynamic lens. A pump laser pulse
with a central wavelength of 400 nm was used to excite the plasmon breathing dynamics
of the nanoparticles. The diffraction pattern was recorded on a pnCCD.

4.5 nm. An example of a simulated diffraction pattern is shown on the detector. The simulation
of the shown diffraction pattern was performed using Condor [112]. For pump-probe delay times
of −2 . . . 25 ps, the size of the AuNPs was evaluated from the fringe distance of the diffraction
patterns. The increase of the AuNP size leads to a closer spacing of the fringes. The observation of
the AuNP size upon excitation yields an immediate particle expansion and pump fluence dependent
breathing oscillations.

This experiment showed the successful use of time-resolved SPI and the direct observation of
the size change of a AuNP upon plasmon excitation. A publication was submitted [113].

Implementing pump-probe schemes in future experiments will open the field of time-resolved
SPI measurements and access to protein dynamics upon optical laser excitation.

7.5 Cold and pure nanoparticle beams

The work on cold cryogenic nanoparticle beams in this thesis was limited to nanoparticles with
diameters >88 nm. Decreasing the size of the particles in this setup and detecting a particle beam
consisting of small and shock-frozen sub-10 nm particles is the next step. Once this is achieved, more
particle-beam manipulation can be used to generate pure and controlled beams for increasing the
resolution in SPI experiments. To manipulate the particle beam, knowledge from small molecular
beams can be applied, for, e. g., separating spatial conformers or alignment and orientation of the
particles.

The spatial separation of spatial conformers has been shown for various neutral molecules and
clusters, see, e. g., [48–50] and even for model dipeptides [60]. The spatial separation is a result of
spatial deflection in an inhomogeneous electric field, generated by an electrostatic deflector [48]. The
spatial deflection is due to the dc-Stark effect [48, 114]. In short, different conformers have different
permanent dipole moments and therefore, their interaction with the electric field is different and
changing the molecules energy in the field. The force the molecules are experiencing in the electric
field is directly proportional to the effective dipole moment µeff, which is the first derivative of
the Stark energy. Molecules with different µeff follow different trajectories in an inhomogeneous
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field and therefore, are spatially separated. The amount of spatial deflection depends on the
dipole-moment-to-mass ratio for a given gradient of the electric field, meaning: As long as the
effective dipole moment difference of different conformers is large enough, i. e. a large enough
difference in the positioning of the atoms in the molecule, separation is theoretically achievable.
Applying separation of spatial conformers to larger systems such as proteins and nanoparticles was
part of the PhD thesis of my colleague Jannik Lübke [115].

Another principle that can be adapted from small molecules is the alignment of the particles. A
recently published model for the polarizability tensor of macromolecules and proteins is the first
step to predict alignment of larger particles [116]. Current efforts in our laboratory (by Xuemei
Cheng and Lukas Haas) are focused on aligning nanorod structures using adiabatic alignment
with room-temperature particles [117]. Alignment, i. e. fixing the molecular axis in space is an
idea from small molecules to study, e. g., orientation dependent chemical reactions [118]. Using
field-free alignment, it was possible to record a molecular movie of rotational motion of OCS [119].
Applying those alignment techniques to asymmetric nanostructures is under current investigation
and development in our group. It will reduce SPI data analysis complexity due to a fixed orientation
angle of the investigated particles.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and outlook

The incentive of the work performed in this thesis was the improvement and application of
aerosol particle injectors for single-particle diffractive imaging experiments toward imaging smaller
nanoparticles and potentially, proteins.

Within this work, important steps toward improving single-particle imaging experiments were
reached, ranging from detection methods of the particle beam in the laboratory and optimizing
existing aerodynamic-lens stack injectors to improving sample delivery via cooling of the particles
using a cryogenic buffer-gas cell. Characterization methods are especially important to reduce beam
time preparation and increase on-site efficiency at the FEL facilities.

Overall, this work followed a top-to-bottom approach. The work started with generating
room-temperature particle beams consisting of large nanoparticles with diameters above 200 nm,
followed by experimental improvements down to smaller nanoparticles with diameters of 25 nm,
and generating cryogenically-cooled particle beams consisting of 88 nm nanoparticles. Combining
the gained knowledge, improving and developing aerosol particle injectors for SPI experiments is
advancing toward efficient aerosol particle-beam injectors for small bioparticles and proteins. The
generated particle beams at room temperature and at cryogenic temperature are well-suited for
further control of the particle beam and structure determination via single-particle imaging to
improve the purity of the particle beams for imaging. The cryogenic particle beams generated do
not only have valuable applications and improvements for SPI experiments, but provide a tool for
controlled temperature-dependent structural changes on bioparticles.

The optimized setup presented in this thesis was used for one pump-probe experiment on gold-
nanoparticle breathing dynamics. This experiment clearly shows the possibility for time-resolved
measurements of samples in aerosolized particle beams using x-ray diffractive imaging. However,
the ground breaking scientific outcome regarding high-resolution structure determination of small
bioparticles resulting directly from the work of this thesis is yet to come. Nevertheless, the work
presented in this thesis provides the necessary tools and ideas to do so in the future.

With the proposed improvements especially in background gas scattering reduction and particle-
beam generation via cooling, single-particle imaging adds a powerful technique with the potential for
temporal measurements to the imaging techniques of bioparticles besides native mass spectrometry,
serial femtosecond crystallography and cryo-EM and completes the understanding of biologically
relevant processes in nature.
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Supplementary material for chapter 4

Gas-flow effects on focusing

We simulated the particle beam for 50 nm AuNP for the optimized injector and the “Uppsala-
injector” (AFL100) for different nitrogen gas mass flow. The resulting values for the particle velocity
and the focus size are shown in Table 8.1. With increasing nitrogen mass flow, the mean velocity
increased and the focus size decreased for both injectors. At the same mass flow, our optimized
injector showed slightly larger mean velocities and slightly larger focus sizes, which does not make
a significant difference.

Focusing 10 nm AuNPs

A principal and longstanding goal of single particle diffractive imaging is to image a single protein [7].
Toward this goal of smaller nanoparticle sizes, we simulated the focusing of 10 nm AuNP spheres by
the AFL100 and our optimized ALS geometry, assuming a mass flow of 13 mg/min. The beam-size
evolution is shown in Figure 8.1. We see the same behavior for larger particles: The beam focus
size is comparable, 109 µm for the AFL100 and 115 µm for our injector, and also the speed of the
particles is similar for the two injectors, 54±7 m/s compared to 56±5 m/s. The main difference
occurs in the focus position, i. e., 1.13 mm and 2.13 mm, and the transmission. For the AFL100 only
59 % of the particles are transmitted through the whole ALS, whereas our injector transmission
reaches 79 %. The focus position further away from the injector tip strongly reduces the background
signal from gas scattering, i. e., in this case from 0.054 mbar to 0.01 mbar. The pressure map is
shown in Figure 8.2. It shows the pressure drop after the exit aperture. For these calculations, we
calculated the flow field in an extended region shaped as a cone up to 5 mm after the exit. Similar
behavior of pressure drop after a convergent nozzle has been shown experimentally [88].

optimized injector AFL100
mass flow (mg/min) mean velocity (m/s) focus size (µm) mean velocity (m/s) focus size (µm)

5 - - 18 46.2
10 26 39.2 24 27.6
13 29 32.4 27 23.2
20 35 23.4 33 17.4
30 40 18.0 39 13.8
50 50 13.0 - -

Table 8.1: Detailed values from 50 nm AuNP simulations for the optimized lens and the “Uppsala-
injector” (AFL100) for different mass flow inlet values.
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Figure 8.1: Particle beam evolution for 10 nm AuNP spheres at 13 mg/min mass flow for the
AFL100 (dashed line) and our 50 nm-AuNP-optimized injector (solid line).
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Figure 8.2: Pressure map in an extended region after the ALS exit at 13 mg/min mass flow.
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lens piece n pressure (Pa) Mach number Reynolds number Stokes number
0 102.4 0.12 8.4 1.36
1 98.7 0.07 6.3 0.59
2 97.2 0.05 5.0 0.31
3 96.5 0.05 5.2 0.31
4 94.5 0.65 20.5 11.77

Table 8.2: Mach number, Reynolds number and Stokes numbers at the different lens pieces through
the optimized injector. The values of the pressure were taken from the calculated flow
fields.

Figure 8.3: Geometry of the aerodynamic lens system as a result of the lens calculator [72]. Particle
and gas flow are from left to right. Values are given as diameters in mm.

Optimized Geometry Flow Parameter Discussion

We calculated the Mach-number, Reynolds-number and Stokes number as defined in [72] for 50 nm
AuNPs in our optimized geometry. The results are shown in Table 8.2. The Stokes numbers are
very close to the optimal Stokes number for the pressure range we are working in. In our geometry,
the Stokes number at the first aperture r0 is larger than the optimal Stokes number (≈ 1), resulting
in the crossing of the center line of the particle trajectories [70] (see details in main manuscript).
However, the main concern in crossing the center line and the diverging particle-beam is particle
loss, which is not observed in our case. All particles that are transmitted until the first aperture
are transmitted though the whole lens geometry.

Lens Calculator Results

We used the lens calculator [72] with input parameters of Nitrogen as the carrier gas at room-
temperature, 115 Pa pressure before the inlet, so that the pressure in the relaxation chamber was
comparable to the pressure in our injector before the first lens (103 Pa). The volumetric flow rate
of 0.01 slpm corresponds to 13 mg/min in our optimization and the particle properties were set
to a density of 19320 kg/m3 and a diameter of 50 nm. The geometry from the lens calculator
yielded a non-optimal particle-beam for the 50 nm AuNPs with a focus position inside the ALS.
The generated particle-beam had a diameter after the exit of 798 µm and of 817 µm at 5 mm
distance according to the output of the lens calculator. The geometry is shown in Figure 8.3 with
the calculated diameters of the apertures, tubes and the length of the tubes next to it. In contrast
to our optimized injector geometry, all tube diameters were equal [70]. The transmission of the
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Figure 8.4: DMA-CPC size distributions measured for (a) gold spheres and (b) 2 % sucrose solution.
The conditions for the experiment are kept constant from the DMA measurements.

geometry was given with 87 %.
In comparison, our optimized injector showed a higher transmission and a focused particle beam

with a focus width of 33 µm.
The lens calculator is a useful tool to calculate the geometry quickly, but cannot be used to

optimize the geometry based on the particle-beam properties.

Sample Preparation

AuNPs

Citrate-capped spherical AuNPs (Sigma Aldrich) were ligand-exchanged, purified, and concentrated.
As XFEL diffractive imaging is highly sensitive to the size of the particles interacting with the
XFEL beam one needs to have highly-pure, salt- and impurity-layer-free target objects delivered to
the interaction region. To mimic the XFEL experimental conditions in the lab-based optical-laser
imaging, we used highly-concentrated AuNPs in a volatile buffer to get consistent size distributions
with different flow-rates upon electrospray aerosolization, which was characterized using ES DMA-
CPC (TSI, 3080 and 3786). Commercial samples as well as self-grown unpurified AuNP samples
contain unwanted impurities and salts, which would impede the electrospray injection and not giving
consistent size distributions with different flow rates. Citrate-capped AuNPs were ligand exchanged
with bis(p-sulfonatophenyl)phenylphosphine dihydrate dipotassium salt (BSPP) (Sigma-Aldrich), to
avoid aggregation at high concentration and different conditions like repeated centrifugation during
the purification [120]. Phosphine coating increases the overall negative charge of the particles and
thus increases the stability of particles at a range of buffer conditions.

Briefly, 100 ml of AuNPs were incubated with 40 mg of of BSPP overnight, and then 5 M NaCl
was added dropwise to the AuNP dispersion, until the color changed from red to dark blue. The
blue dispersion was centrifuged at 1600 rcf for 30 min. The salty supernatant was discarded and
the pellet was resuspended in 1 ml 2.5 mM BSPP and 1 ml methanol, centrifuged again (1600 rcf,
30 min), and resuspended in 1 ml 2.5 mM BSPP. The resulting AuNP solution was of burgundy-red
color. Then the AuNP were centrifuged (Eppendorf) further 6 times at 2000 rcf for 15 min each, and
redispersed in 250 µl Milli-Q water with 2.5 mM ammonium acetate. This process was optimized
until the correct AuNP size was obtained for different flow-rates in the ES-DMA consistently as
shown in Figure 8.4 a for the ES settings used during the experiment. A broad distribution at
larger diameters from 30 to 60 nm was observed and ascribed to dimers generated in the ES process.
We experimentally exclude larger (brighter) particle hits in our scattering experiment later.

UV-VIS-spectroscopic characterization (Nanodrop) of AuNPs after ligand exchange did not show
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Figure 8.5: TEM image of AuNPs after ligand-exchange in 2.5 mM ammonium acetate. The
core-size ranged from 18 to 26 nm with an average of 24 nm. The scale bar is 50 nm.

indication of any aggregation and was consistent with the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak
before ligand exchange and purification. The TEM analysis indicated the average core diameter of
the AuNPs to be 24 nm, providing further indication that the larger particles detected in DMA-CPC
were dimers created in the ES process. The mean size was calculated from TEM-based sizing for a
sample size of 500 AuNPs, see Figure 8.5.

Sucrose

In addition, a 2 % sucrose solution was used to generate sucrose balls in the electrospray process.
The size distribution of the generated sucrose balls is flow rate dependent. A DMA size distribution
taken at the same electrospray settings as in the experiment is shown in Figure 8.4 b. We fitted a
Gaussian distribution to the second peak. The peak particle size is 88 nm and the size distribution
is rather broad with a FWHM of 29 nm. At this flow rate we also generated small sucrose spheres
with diameters < 40 nm, see Figure 8.4 b. Decreasing the laser intensity and setting boundaries in
the data analysis can be used to neglect those particles. In our experiment, we used similar flow
rates as for the DMA measurements.

Data Analysis

The collected light-scattering images were analyzed using a centroiding algorithm based on Hessian
Blob-finding [81]. The blob-center positions at z = 2.61 mm are shown in a 2D histogram in
Figure 8.6 a. Due to an imperfect laser beam profile we detected particles outside the laser focus
region, which were removed from the dataset by restricting the analysis to the region of the laser
path, i. e., the red box in Figure 8.6 a. In addition to the blob-center position the algorithm provided
the integrated intensity of the blob. A resulting intensity distribution is shown in Figure 8.6 b,
showing the same shape as the DMA data in Figure 8.4 a. To analyze the focusing of 27 nm AuNPs
we restricted our further analysis to particles with an integrated intensity in the red marked region
in Figure 8.6 b. The remaining centroids are projected onto the laser propagation axis (x-axis), as
shown in Figure 8.6 c. From this distribution, we determine the beam diameter as d70.
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Figure 8.6: (a) 2D histogram of the found particle blob center positions at z = 2.61 mm distance
from the ALS exit of AuNPs. The red marked region is the actual region of the laser
focus, which limits the analysis to particles in this region. (b) Integrated intensity
distribution of the particle blobs. It shows the same pattern as the DMA data, see
Figure 8.4 a. We limit the analysis to the first peak, corresponding to AuNPs with
a diameter of (27±2.25) nm. (c) Projection of the sorted particle positions onto the
x-axis. From this distribution, we determine the beam diameter as d70.
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Experiment

Experimental Setup

We used the setup described in [56] with three improvements: adjustable pumping between the
skimmers, a post-sample aperture and the modified injector exit.

The setup is shown in Figure 8.7 a and explained in detail in [56]. In short, the setup is divided
into three different parts: the aerosolization and transport, the particle-beam formation and the
detection of the particle-beam. We used an electrospray (TSI Advanced Electrospray 3482) with
capillaries of 40 µm inner diameter and an angle of 30 degrees. The sample flow rate was kept
between 400 and 650 nl/min. The excess gas from the aerosolization process was pumped away
using a double-skimmer assembly. In contrast to previous publications, we used a smaller first
skimmer with a diameter of 0.2 mm. All skimmer diameters and distances are shown in Figure 8.7 a.

The particle-beam was generated from an aerodynamic lens stack (ALS) presented elsewhere [56].
We modified the injector exit for our measurements, see Figure 8.7 b. The modified injector exit
allowed us to measure the particle-beam profile as close as 1 mm distance from the last aperture at
full laser power. The modification is shown in Figure 8.7 b and was included in all our flow-field
calculations. We fixed the last aperture outside the ALS housing with two-component epoxy glue.

To image small nanoparticles, we needed a clean camera background image. Therefore, a
post-sample aperture (PSA) was implemented around the inverted camera window flange to avoid
diffuse scattering from inside the vacuum chamber into the microscope. The PSA consisted of a
black foil covering the window with a circular hole with a diameter of 3 mm.

Experimental Particle-Beam Profiles and Beam Evolution

All measured 1D particle-beam profiles showed a Gaussian distribution. Two examples of 42 nm PS
are shown in Figure 8.8. The 1D distribution is a projection of the 2D histogram of the recorded
particle centroid positions from the side-view imaging data acquisition. Figure 8.8 shows the
distributions at z = 1.5 and z = 4.0 mm and an injector pressure of 1.8 mbar. At this injector
pressure, the focus of the particle-beam was determined at z = 1.49(5) mm and a width (FWHM)
of 23(3) µm. The center of the particle-beam changes with distance from the injector due to a
slightly misaligned ALS injector in x.

We measured the particle-beam evolution for three particle sizes at different injector pressures.
All measured data is shown in Figure 8.9 with standard deviation errors and the corresponding
Gaussian beam evolution fit we used to determine the particle-beam focus position and the focus
width. All beam evolution fits agree reasonably well with the acquired data.
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Figure 8.7: Experimental setup modifications. (a) Detailed schematic setup used in the particle-
beam evolution measurements. The changes included a different skimmer configuration,
adjustable pumping in both skimmer stages, a post-sample aperture to reduce scattering
from inside the chamber on the camera images and a modified ALS exit. (b) Modification
of the ALS exit. The previous injector tip is shown in the upper part. Accessing close
distances from the last aperture was prevented from the ALS housing. The modified
injector tip (lower part) allowed to access closer distances to the last aperture. The
last aperture was fixed outside the ALS housing. The changed geometry of the exit is
included in all simulations.
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Figure 8.8: Example particle beam projections for 42 nm PS at 1.8 mbar inlet pressure at z = 1.5 mm
(black) and at z = 4.0 mm with the corresponding Gaussian fit (dashed red line) to
determine the width of the particle beam.
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Figure 8.9: Particle beam evolution curves for all three sizes at different injector pressures. The
data is shown with standard deviation errors and a Gaussian beam evolution curve fit
(dashed lines). (a) Particle beam evolution curves for 69 nm PS spheres at 0.2 (blue),
0.55 (pink) and 1.8 mbar (orange) injector pressure. (b) Particle beam evolution curves
for 42 nm PS spheres at 0.2 (blue), 0.55 (pink) and 1.8 mbar (orange) injector pressure.
(c) Particle beam evolution curves for 25 nm PS spheres at 0.55 (pink), 1.5 (orange),
2.0 (red) and 2.4 mbar (violet) injector pressure.
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Figure 8.10: Simulated 1D particle-beam profiles for 42 nm PS at 1.8 mbar inlet pressure at
z = 1.5 mm (black) and at z = 4.0 mm with the corresponding Gaussian fit (dashed
red line) to determine the width of the particle beam.

Simulation

Simulated Particle-Beam Profiles and Beam Evolution

In our simulations, all particle-beams could be described using a Gaussian distribution. We used
a Gaussian distribution as input and the particle-beam remained Gaussian-like throughout the
simulations. Examples of 1D particle-beam profiles are shown in Figure 8.10. The example is
shown for 42 nm PS spheres at an injector pressure of 1.8 mbar. The beam-profiles are shown as
solid lines at 1.5 mm distance (black) and at 4.0 mm distance (blue) from the injector exit. The
corresponding Gaussian distributions fits are shown as red dashed lines.

We determined the particle-beam focus position and width from a Gaussian beam evolution fit.
Examples of simulated beam widths and the corresponding fits for all three particle sizes are shown
in Figure 8.11. The beam width is determined as FWHM of the particle-beam at the detector
positions from the simulations. The Gaussian beam evolution fit agrees well with our simulated
beam evolution data for all sizes and injector pressures.
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Figure 8.11: Simulated particle-beam evolution curves for (a) 69 nm, (b) 42 nm and (c) 25 nm
PS spheres. The simulated beam widths are shown as dots and the dashed line
correspond to a Gaussian beam evolution fit. (a) Particle-beam evolution curves for
69 nm PS spheres at 0.2 (blue), 0.5 (red) and 1.5 mbar (green) injector pressure.
(b) Particle-beam evolution curves for 42 nm PS spheres at 0.2 (blue), 0.5 (red) and
1.5 mbar (green) injector pressure. (c) Particle-beam evolution curves for 25 nm PS
spheres at 0.5 (red), 1.5 (green) and 2.5 mbar (yellow) injector pressure. All simulated
beam widths fit well on a Gaussian beam evolution curve.

Particle-Gas Interactions after the ALS exit

To understand the focus position shift with increasing injector pressure, we looked at the simulated
phase-space distributions vr(r) at the injector exit, z = 0 mm. The distributions are shown
in Figure 8.12 a. The upper panel shows the distributions for 69 nm PS. At 0.4 mbar injector
pressure, the distribution vr(r) is a half-ellipse with a maximum around r = 0 and vr = 0. For r > 0,
vr is negative, i. e.we observed focusing behavior. At higher injector pressure a smaller r−space is
occupied and at the same r-positions, particles had higher absolute vr-values. For comparison, we
included the grey line, which is similar in the low and high pressure case. For 25 nm, we observed a
similar increase of the absolute values of the radial velocity with increasing injector pressure as
shown in Figure 8.12 a lower panel. Using only the radial velocity distribution could not explain
the focus shift towards the injector exit for 25 nm PS spheres. Therefore, we looked at the ratio of
the radial and the longitudinal velocity, which indeed, explained the focus-shift as described in the
main manuscript.

In Figure 8.12 b, we show the simulated longitudinal velocity increase with distance from the
injector exit for 25 (red) and 69 nm (blue) PS spheres at 0.4 (solid lines) and 2.0 mbar (dashed
lines) injector pressure. The flow field was extended up to 5 mm injector distance to include
the acceleration of the particles as seen in the increase of vz. At 5 mm, the curve is almost flat,
indicating a small to negligible particle-gas interaction in this region. Especially for higher pressures
it is important to extent the flow field after the injector exit to include the velocity changes, which
determines the focus position, see main manuscript for details.
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Figure 8.12: (a) Simulated phase-space distributions vr(r) at the injector exit, z = 0, for 69 nm
PS spheres (upper panel) and 25 nm PS spheres (lower panel) at 0.4 mbar (left)
and 2.0 mbar (right) injector pressure. (b) Simulated mean longitudinal velocity vz
depending on the injector distance for 25 nm and 69 nm PS spheres at 0.4 and 2.0 mbar
injector pressure.
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Acronyms

1D one dimensional
2D two dimensional
3D three dimensional
ADL aerodynamic lens
ALS aerodynamic lens stack
AuNP gold nanoparticle
BGC buffer-gas cell
BGC-ALS buffer-gas cell aerodynamic lens stack
BSA Bovine serum albumin
CAMP CFEL-ASG Multi-Purpose instrument
CEM cryo-electron microscopy
CPC condensation particle counter
CW continuous wave
DMA differential-mobility-analyzer
ESI electrospray ionization
FLASH Free-Electron Laser in Hamburg
FWHM full width at half maximum
GDVN gas-dynamic virtual nozzle
ID inner diameter
LIBD laser-induced breakdown detection
LSI light-sheet imaging
Nd:YAG neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
NP nanometer-sized particles / nanoparticles
PS polystyrene sphere
SFX Serial femtosecond x-ray crystallography
SPI Single-particle x-ray coherent diffractive imaging
SVI side-view imaging
TA transient absorption
TEM transmission electron microscopy
ToF time-of-flight
XFEL x-ray free-electron laser
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